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1. INTRODUCTION. 
 

 I have been instructed in this matter by Norton Rose Fulbright who act for Yarra Valley Water (YVW) 

who are the owners of the property known as Hazelwynde (the subject site), which is located within the 

Beveridge North West PSP (the BNW PSP) which is subject to Planning Scheme Amendment C158mith 

and C161mith to the Mitchell Planning Scheme (C158mith & C161mith). 

 I have been instructed to prepare an expert report considering the town planning matters arising from 

the Planning Permit Application PLP268/19 (the Permit Application) with associated VCAT Application 

P1745/2020 (the VCAT Proceeding) and Amendments C158 & 161 as per the Terms of Reference of the 

Ministerial Advisory Committee (MAC).  

 I have been provided with the following instructions: 

 

Stage 1 scope (15 February 2022) 

“Our client wishes to engage you to:  
(1) review the materials in your brief; 
(2) confer with instructing solicitors where necessary; and 
(3) meet via video conference to discuss your preliminary opinion in relation to planning matters 
arising from the Permit Application, Amendment C158 and Amendment C161, including the issues 
raised in Appendix A of YVW’s submission. 
In future we may instruct you to: 
(1) prepare an expert report considering planning matters arising from the Permit Application, 
Amendment C158 and Amendment C161; and 
(2) if necessary, appear before the MAC to present your evidence.” 
 

Stage 2 scope (24 March 2022) 

Further to your stage 1 scope, you are now instructed to prepare a written expert report, participate in 

expert witness meetings with Counsel and Norton Rose Fulbright and appear at the Committee hearings, 

as required. As to the scope of your evidence, within the scope of your expertise, you are instructed to: 

Permit Application 

(1) Perform a peer review of the assessments and supporting material that accompany the Permit 

Application; 

(2) Provide your opinion on the town planning implications and merits of the quarry as proposed in the 

Permit Application, having regard to the proposed Mitchell Planning Scheme as modified by the planning 

controls proposed by draft Amendment C158 and relevant guidelines, standards and legislation including 

any implications for orderly planning of the Precinct Structure Plan proposed through Amendment C158. 

Within this part of your scope, you should also consider what permit conditions are appropriate, if a 

permit were to issue. 

Planning Scheme Amendment 

(3) Provide your opinion concerning the suitability of the planning framework proposed through 

Amendment C158 and any changes to the draft documents that you consider necessary, appropriate 

and/or desirable. 
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In responding to the above scope, you are instructed to have regard to the Committee’s Terms of 

Reference, the submissions provided to you, all relevant material in your brief of documents and to the 

extent possible, frame your enquiries and considerations in a manner consistent with the Committee’s 

terms. 

 The list of documents forming part of my brief are contained in Appendix 2. I have relied upon this 

material and other documents referred to in my report to prepare this statement of evidence. 
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2. EXPERT WITNESS STATEMENT. 
 
The name and address of the expert.   
 
Mark Woodland of 3 Prentice Street, Brunswick 3056.  
 
The expert qualification and experience. 
 
I hold a Bachelor of Planning and Design from the University of Melbourne. I am a member of the Victorian 
Planning and Environment Law Association and the Property Council of Australia.  
 
A Curriculum Vitae is included Appendix 1  
 
The expert’s area of expertise to make this report.  
 
I have a broad range of experience in planning and development matters with a sound understanding of 
statutory planning provisions and significant experience in strategic planning and policy development enabling 
him to comment on a wide range of planning and development issues.  
 
Other significant contributors to the report.  
 
Not applicable.  
 
Instructions that define the scope of the report 
 
I have been instructed by Norton Rose Fulbright in regard to this proceeding, by way of an initial letter of 
instructions dated 15 February 2022 and letter of instruction dated 24 March 2022. This is contained in 
Appendix 2 of this report. 
 
The identity of any person who carried out tests or experiments upon which the expert has relied on and 
the qualifications of that report.  
 
Not applicable.  
 
The facts and matters and all assumptions upon which the report proceeds.  
 
I rely upon the reports and documents referred to in section 1.0 and Appendix 2 of this report.  
 
Documents and other materials the expert has been instructed to consider or take into account in 
preparing his report, and the literature of other material used in making the report.  
 
I have reviewed and taken into account the reports and materials referred to in section 1.0 and Appendix 2 
of this report.  

 
A summary of the opinion or opinions of the expert witness 
 
A summary of my opinions are set out in section 3.0 of this report.  
 
Any opinions that are not fully researched for any reason 
 
Not applicable.  
 
Questions falling out of the expert’s expertise and completeness of the report  
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I have not been asked to make comment on any matters outside of his area of expertise. This report is a 
complete statement of evidence.  
 
Expert Declaration 
 
I have made all the inquiries that I believe are necessary and desirable to prepare and present expert 
evidence in this matter and no matters of significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been 
withheld from the Advisory Committee.  
 
 

 
Mark Woodland  
28th April 2022 
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3. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE. 
 

 I have been asked to provide my opinion on planning matters arising from the Permit Application, 

Amendment C158mith and Amendment C161mith, including the issues raised in Appendix A of the Yarra 

Valley Water (YVW) submission (being the report by Veris dated 28 January 22). 

 My opinions in relation to the planning matters that I have been asked to review are summarised as 

follows: 

 Is draft planning scheme Amendment C158mith (Amendment C158) 
acceptable and does it appropriately implement the recommendations of the 
Amendment C106mith (Amendment C106) Panel ? 

 The Panel in relation to Amendment C106mith made a ‘recommendation in chief’ that the Amendment 

be revised to explicitly include precinct level planning for resource extraction from Work Authority 1473 

(‘Recommendation 1’), and a further 16 recommendations relating to a range of other matters. 

 I have addressed the recommendations in the following way: 

• Precinct level planning for resource extraction from WA1437 (Recommendation 1).  

• Recognition of the need to plan for Hanna Swamp in the revised PSP (Recommendation 17) 

• Other recommendations (Recommendations 2-16) 

• Other matters raised in the Yarra Valley Water submission related to the above recommendations 

 My views in relation to each of the above recommendations are as follows: 

 Precinct level planning for resource extraction from WA1473.  
 Resolving how best to protect the opportunity for stone extraction on land within WA1473 whilst also 

allowing for the orderly urban development of land within the BNW PSP requires consideration of the 

competing State policy objectives relating to managing growth and extractive industries. 

 The planning scheme requires the above competing policy objectives to be balanced by Planning and 

Responsible Authorities in a way which enables outcomes that achieve an overall net community 

benefit1. 

 I consider that the abovementioned competing objectives can be balanced by Amendment C158mith in 

favour of enabling an outcome that achieves an overall net community benefit by: 

• Identifying land use buffers around WA1473, and;  

• Establishing a planning framework for quarrying activities which minimises the extent and 

duration of its impacts on adjoining land as much as is reasonably practicable.  I consider that this 

should include establishing time limits for the extraction of stone resources and the rehabilitation 

of land within WA1473, amongst other measures. 

 Any precinct-level planning for resource extraction from WA1473 will need to identify buffers for the 

relevant extractive industry activities, pursuant to the policies contained in clauses 14.03 and 13.07 of 

the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

 
1 Clause 71.02-3 
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 However, I do not consider that the Mitchell Planning Scheme (or any permits granted pursuant to it) 

should establish quarry buffers over land adjoining WA1473 that have open ended effects on the ability 

to deliver urban development on that land in an orderly and timely manner.   

 Any precinct-level planning for resource extraction from WA1473 should also apply time limits on 

quarrying activities within this land area, so that the relevant competing policy objectives regarding 

quarrying and urban development are properly balanced to achieve an overall net community benefit. 

 I consider that either an enforceable quarry phasing plan should be put in place which provides for a 

significant portion of the land within 500m of WA1473 to be developed after a 15 year period of quarry 

operations, or alternatively the quarry operations should cease within a period of no later than 25 years, 

so as to minimise the likely period in which urban development might need to be ‘held back’ on this 

land. 

 I support the overall approach taken to addressing the above issues by AmC158, and I strongly support 

the use of the Incorporated document as a mechanism for coordinating any extractive industry with the 

implementation of the BNW PSP. 

 I have suggested the following modifications to the Amendment documents: 

• Include an expanded description within the Vision of how quarrying and urban development are 

expected to be managed over the lifespan of the PSP. 

• Include annotations within the PSP Plans to cross reference to the SCO controls 

• Make the following amendments to the Incorporated Document: 

• Amend Map 1 to reference buffer measurements from the extraction boundary rather than the 

Work Authority boundary 

• Amend Clause 4 (Extractive Industry Site) to require the submission and endorsement of a 

phasing plan which demonstrates how and when quarrying and rehabilitation activities will be 

phased to minimise the impact of such activities on the future urban development of adjoining 

land. This plan should be enforceable via a Section 173 Agreement. 

• If it cannot be demonstrates that quarrying activities can be phased so as to allow a significant 

portion of the land within 500m of WA1473 to be developed after 15 years, then amend Clause 6 

(expiry) to require quarry and rehabilitation activities to cease by 2047. 
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 Recognition of the need to plan for Hanna Swamp in the revised PSP. 
 I consider that the revisions to the PSP that are proposed by the VPA respond to the AmC106 Panel 

recommendations in a general sense. 

 However, I consider that the representation of Burrung Buluk on the plans and land budget within the 

PSP suggest a much greater degree of resolution of the extent, boundaries and shape of the wetlands 

than is the case at the present time. 

 I therefore suggest that an annotation should be included in Plan 3 (and other plans within the PSP as 

relevant) to identify that the final extent and boundaries of the area identified as ‘ecological values’ is 

subject to further refinement. 

 I also suggest that Amendment C158mith could incorporate an approach (similar to that proposed for 

the southern town centre) for resolving those matters that are unresolved in relation to the future  of 

Burrung Buluk, as follows: 

 Plan 3 of the PSP could identify an area slightly larger than the area currently identified as 

‘ecological values’ as being the ‘Burrung Buluk concept plan’ area 

 A new Requirement could be added to the PSP for a concept pan to be approved by the responsible 

authority for the area shown on Plan 3.  The requirement could list the specific design matters (such 

as boundaries, road locations and interfaces) that need to be shown on the concept plan, as well as 

requiring that future permits must be generally in accordance with that plan. 

 Table 1 to the RCZ could identify that from the date of approval of the Burrung Buluk Concept Plan, 

the following zones would apply: 

 Land shown as ecological values – Rural Conservation Zone 

 All other land – General Residential Zone 
 

 Other recommendations (Recommendations 2-16) 
 I have considered and found these recommendations to have been satisfactorily implemented in the 

revised BNW PSP and associated ordinances and policy instruments, and my views can be found in 

Appendix 5.  

 However, I was unable to verify whether the revised drafting of the PSP addresses Recommendation 6 

because I was not able to obtain a copy of the document referred to in the recommendations within the 

timeframes available to complete my statement of evidence.  I would therefore suggest that the VPA 

confirm to the Advisory Committee whether and how this recommendation has been actioned 
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 Other matters raised in the Yarra Valley Water submission related to the 
above recommendations 

 I agree with the YVW proposition that the proposed reorientation of the northern active open space will 

provide a more sympathetic  buffer to Burrunk Buluk and reduce the number of houses located directly 

on arterial roads. I also support the YVW alternative FUS in relation to the location of the proposed town 

centre, school and community centre within the Quarry buffer area on town planning grounds. 

 Locating the town centre further east so that it is on the intersection with the PPTN will strengthen its 

relationship with the proposed future public transport network.  Similarly, locating the proposed school 

and community centre closer to (but not necessarily on) the arterial road will improve the accessibility of 

these community facilities for the wider catchment across the BNW PSP. 

 I do not consider that the prospect of a quarry being located within the WA1473 land for a limited 

period of time should cause there to be any significant departures from what would otherwise be 

regarded as the best planning outcome for the future residential community. 

 I also do not consider that locating these facilities within the Quarry Buffers will constrain or delay their 

delivery in any practical sense, for the reasons set out in my statement of evidence. 

 Is draft Planning Scheme Amendment C161mith (Amendment C161) for the 
supplementary levy Infrastructure Contributions Plan (ICP) acceptable ? 

 My views in relation to the ICP and the YVW submission to it are as follows: 

Excising the quarry: 

 I consider that it is appropriate for the land within WA 1473 the buffers associated with any quarrying 

activities should be included within the ICP. 

Timeframes: 

 I consider that the ICP timeframe should be at least 30 years, depending on the outcomes of any 

decisions relating to limiting the life-span of quarrying activities within the WA1473 land. 

Standard vs supplementary levy: 

 I consider that a clearer justification for the proposed supplementary levy should be provided within the 

ICP. 

Interim (non-residential) classes of development: 

 I understand that it is not the intention that either quarrying activity or any temporary developments on 

land within buffers associated with any quarry trigger ICP payments.  If this is the case, then it will be 

necessary to list the relevant types of exempt development within the ICP Schedule. 

Inclusion of east-west connector between IN-07 and IN010: 

 I consider that from a town planning perspective there is merit in creating a connector road link 

between Burrung Buluk and the proposed active open space reserve. 
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 I also consider that from a town planning perspective there is a prima facie merit in substituting the ICP 

contributions towards IN-08 and IN-09 with new ICP projects to facilitate east-west connections along a 

new connector road between Burrung Buluk and the Active Sports reserves. 

 Should a permit be granted to use and develop the subject land for stone 
extraction having regard to the Mitchell Planning Scheme (as modified by the 
planning controls proposed by Amendment C158mith), and if so what permit 
conditions should be applied to that permit ? 

 I have reviewed the Permit Application and the accompanying Work Plan Application (2019) against the 

provisions contained in Clause 52.09 and the proposed incorporated document. I highlight references to 

additional changes or requirements contained in the amended VPA Part A version of the incorporated 

document in footnotes of my evidence. c 

 I understand that the Work Plan Application (2019) has not received statutory endorsement under the 

MRSD Act and it is therefore my view that the Planning Permit application has failed to satisfy the 

application requirements of Clause 52.09. 

 The quarry proposal described in the Work Plan Application is substantially different to the Work Plan 

that received statutory endorsement in 2015. I consider that the differences between the statutory 

endorsed work plan and the Permit Application are that they cannot be said to be the same proposal.   

 My assessment of the planning permit application has had regard to the 2019 Work Plan Application on 

the basis that it is referred to in the Permit Application material and it contains information that is 

critical to understanding what is proposed.   

 However, I consider the absence of a statutory endorsed work plan that reflects what is proposed within 

the Permit Application to be fundamental problem in the assessment of the proposal against the 

requirements of the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

 My assessment of the Permit Application and the 2019 Work Plan is summarised as follows: 

Application requirements under the Incorporated document: 

 I consider that the Permit Application has failed to satisfy the following application requirements: 

 Submission of a written process statement that addresses quarry processing and blasting. 

 Submission of a phasing plan that demonstrates blasting will not occur within 200 metres of the 
Eastern Arterial (RD-04) in the Beveridge North West Precinct Structure Plan after xx (TBC date)2.  

 Submission of a staged rehabilitation plan that provides clarity and certainty on the following 
matters:  
a) How the land will be rehabilitated to the end use identified in the Beveridge North West PSP 
b) The proposed end contours of the rehabilitated site; and 
c) How any reductions in the buffers are anticipated to be realised over the duration of the use. 

 Submission of a sodic and dispersive soils management plan 

 Submission of a kangaroo management plan3 

 
2 The phasing plan related to blasting relating to RD-04 after xx (TBC date) is an information requirement 
added in the VPA Part A submission version of the SCO2 Incorporated Document. 
3 The VPA Part A submission version of the SCO2 Incorporated Document includes additional requirements 
around the kangaroo management plan. 
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Decision Guidelines under the Incorporated document: 

 I consider that the permit application has failed to satisfactorily address the following Decision 

Guidelines under the Incorporated Document: 

 The timeframe and staging of extractive industry, including the time allowed for any blasting, 
processing and rehabilitation. 

 How the extractive industry is to be staged to progressively allow development on surrounding 
land4 

 How the rehabilitation proposes ground level contours that facilitate residential subdivision that can 
reasonably transition into the surrounding area5 

 How the phasing plan demonstrates that blasting will not occur within 200m of the Eastern Arterial 
Road within given timeframes (noting that prerequisite timeframes are yet to be identified by the 
VPA)6 
 

Decision Guidelines under Clause 52.09: 

 I consider that the permit application has failed to satisfactorily address the following Decision 

Guidelines under Clause 52.09: 

 The effect of the proposed extractive industry on the natural landscape of the surrounding land and 
the locality generally 

 The ability of the proposal to contain any emissions within the boundaries of the land in accordance 
with relevant legislation 

 The ability to rehabilitate the affected land to a form or for a use which is compatible with the 
natural systems and visual appearance of the surrounding area 

 The ability to rehabilitate the land so that it can be used for a purse or purposes beneficial to the 
community 
 

 Based on the above assessment I consider that the permit should not be granted for the quarry 

proposal.  

 

  

 
4 This is a decision guideline added in the VPA Part A submission version of the SCO2 Incorporated Document. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
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4. THE SUBJECT SITE. 
 

 The 740Ha Hazelwynde (the subject site) is located on the part of the BNW PSP indicated within the red 

boundary shown in Figure 1 below. 

 The subject site is generally located to the west of the Hume Freeway, north of Camerons Lane, north-

east of the planned intersection between Patterson Road and Camerons Lane, east of Old Sydney Road 

and south of the Wallan Township.  

 

5. The Precinct Plan Area. 
 

 The Beveridge North West Precinct Structure Plan (BNW PSP) area is approximately 1,279 hectares 

between Wallan and Beveridge and bounded by Old Sydney Road, Camerons Lane, the Hume Freeway 

and a future Hadfield Road to run east to the Northern Highway from the intersection of Old Sydney 

Road and Stockdale Road.  

 

Figure 1 – The subject site shown in context with the proposed Future Urban Structure (FUS) of the BNW PSP7  

 
7 As amended in the VPA Part A Submission dated April 2022 
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6. PLANNING HISTORY. 
 

 This section of my evidence provides an overview of the following: 

 The BNW PSP and Amendment C106,  

 The permit applications for a proposed stone quarry at WA1473  

 The Ministerial Advisory Committee and its Terms of Reference. 
 

 THE BNW PSP AND AMENDMENT C106.  

 Amendment C106 sought to introduce the BNW PSP into the Mitchell Planning Scheme.  

 A key issue in relation to this Amendment related to the Work Authority (WA1473) area and how it 

should be treated in the BNW PSP.  

 The overall findings of the Panel in relation to the BNW PSP and how WA1473 should be dealt with are 

summarised in the Executive Summary on page iii of v, which states:  

“Urban development of most of the PSP area should be possible during resource extraction, with the 

balance developed post-quarrying. Thus, the Panel is not convinced that the Amendment as exhibited 

has framed the issue correctly; it should be possible to deliver a very significant urban development 

outcome and resource extraction in the long term.  

In the Panel’s view, that would be the net community benefit and sustainable development outcomes 

that planning seeks to achieve.” 

 Recommendation 1 was the recommendation in chief, wherein the Panel recommended: 

Revise Mitchell Planning Scheme Amendment C106 to explicitly include precinct level planning for 

resource extraction from Work Authority 1473. 

 Recommendations 2 to 16 (inclusive) sought changes to the Amendment ordinances and the PSP in 

relation to issues of the Rural Conservation Zone, affordable housing, bushfire and biodiversity. 

 Recommendation 17 sought the explicit recognition of the need to plan for Hanna Swamp in the revised 

PSP. 
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 QUARRY PERMIT APPLICATIONS FOR WA1473. 

 In August 2015, Conundrum Holdings Pty Ltd (Conundrum) first lodged a permit application (the 2015 

Permit Application) with Mitchell Shire Council (Council) to use and develop 175 Northern Highway, 

Wallan (the Conundrum Quarry Land) for an earth and energy resource industry (stone extraction) and 

to create access to a Road Zone (Category 1) road. 

 This permit application was accompanied by a Statutorily Endorsed8 Work Plan (2015 Work Plan) and 

accompanying Notice of Statutory Endorsement and accompanying work plan conditions.  

 The 2015 Permit Application was refused by the Council. 

 On 17 June 2016, Conundrum filed an application for review with the Tribunal. However, this application 

for review was subsequently withdrawn.  

 A new Permit Application was lodged with Council in October 2019 (2019 Permit Application) and it 

sought approval for the use and development of the land for stone extraction, and creation of access to 

a road in a Road Zone, Category 1.  

 The 2019 Permit Application included a Work Plan Application dated September 2019 (2019 Work Plan 

Application) in addition to technical reports as follows: 

• Planning Report prepared by Tract Consultants dated 2 October 2019; 

• Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Advice prepared by Clarkeology dated 6 September 2019; 

• Environmental Noise Assessment prepared by SLR Consulting Australia Pty Ltd dated September 

2019; 

• Dust Impact Assessment prepared by Ektimo Pty Ltd dated 25 September 2019; and 

• Transport Impact Assessment prepared by GTA Consultants (VIC) Pty Ltd dated 26 September 2019. 

 I understand that the 2019 Work Plan is not statutorily endorsed and note the permit applicant’s 

Planning Report in Section 3.1 Overview specifies: 

 

“This proposal is to be read in conjunction with the endorsed draft Work Plan under Work Authority 1473 

and plans prepared by Conundrum Holdings Pty Ltd that are enclosed with this application. A tracked 

version of the WA1473 is also enclosed showing the changes proposed to apply to the Work Plan subject 

to the Permit being issued and the Department’s consideration” (underlined, my emphasis).  

 The Council made a request for further information pursuant to section 54 of the Act on 1 November 

2019 (RFI). The RFI noted that the Council had initial concerns given the location of the quarry within the 

PSP area. 

 On 17 December 2019, Conundrum responded to the RFI and provided: 

• a Land Capability Assessment prepared by GeoCore Pty Ltd dated 14 September 2015; 

• a letter from EnviroSep Australia Pty Ltd to Conundrum Holdings dated 7 October 2015; and 

• a site access road map dated 19 November 2019. 

  

 
8 Endorsed under section 77TD(1) of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 (MRSDA) 
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 The Permit Application was advertised in October 2020 and several objections were received during the 

public notice period. 

 Council failed to make a decision regarding the Permit Application within the prescribed time, and on 19 

October 2020, Conundrum lodged the Application for Review with VCAT.  

 On 15 February 2021, the Council resolved to recommend that had an application for failure not been 

lodged that Council would have issued a Notice of Refusal in respect of the Permit Application on 13 

grounds. 

 The Minister for Planning called in the matter on 24 February 2021 pursuant to 58(2)(a) of Schedule 1 of 

the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998. 

 MINISTERIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE. 

 In March 2021, The Minister for Planning directed the VPA to prepare a new PSP in response to the C106 

Panel recommendations and to consult on that plan accordance with section 20(5) of the PE Act.  

 The Minister has appointed a Ministerial Advisory Committee (MAC) under section 151 of the Act to 

consider the revised PSP (Amendment C158mith) as well as an ICP (Amendment C161mith) and the 

‘called in’ 2019 Permit Application. 

 Paragraph 42 of the Terms of Reference explicitly limits the scope of the Committee’s consideration to 

not include the following questions:  

a) Whether draft Amendment C158 should “explicitly include precinct level planning for resource 

extraction from Work Authority 1473” (Recommendation 1 of the Amendment C106 Panel). 

b) Whether draft Amendment C158 should implement the other recommendations of the Panel 

(Recommendations 2-17 of the Amendment C106 Panel). 

c) The above is not intended to limit consideration of submissions and evidence related to how Draft 

Amendment C158 implements the recommendations of the Amendment C106 Planning Panel and any 

matters consequential to implementing these recommendations.  

 The MAC Terms of Reference also includes consideration for the Permit Application and VCAT 

Proceeding, and in particular: 

• whether Planning Permit PLN268/19 should be granted to ‘use and develop the subject land for 

stone extraction and the creation of access to a road in a Road Zone, Category 1 at the Conundrum 

Land under WA 1473 having regard to the Mitchell Planning Scheme (as modified by the planning 

controls proposed by Amendment C158) and if so, the appropriate permit conditions9.  

 I understand that the permit applicant has been given the opportunity to amend their planning 

application in response to the planning controls proposed by Amendment C158mith, however, I 

understand that no change has been made to the application at the time of preparing my report.  

  

 
9 Paragraph 5 of the MAC Terms of Reference dated August 2021 
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7. THE DRAFT AMENDMENTS & PERMIT APPLICATION.  
 

 This section of my evidence provides an overview of the following: 

• Amendment C158mith  - Beveridge NW PSP  

• Amendment C161mith  - Beveridge PSP ICP 

• The 2019 Permit Application  

 Amendment C158mith – Beveridge NW PSP. 

 The Amendment C158mith implements the revised BNW PSP. 

 Specifically, Amendment modifies the Mitchell Planning Scheme as follows:  

• Rezones land in the amendment area from Urban Growth Zone, Rural Conservation Zone and 

Urban Floodway Zone to UGZ3 and Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ).  

• Inserts Schedule 2 to Clause 35.06 Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) into the Mitchell Planning 

Scheme.  

• Inserts Schedule 3 to Clause 37.07 Urban Growth Zone (UGZ) into the Mitchell Planning Scheme.  

• Inserts Schedule 3 to Clause 43.03 Incorporated Plan Overlay (IPO) into the Mitchell Planning 

Scheme.  

• Inserts Clause 32.07 Residential Growth Zone (RGZ) into the Mitchell Planning Scheme.  

• Amends the Schedule to 45.12 Specific Controls Overlay into the Mitchell Planning Scheme.  

• Deletes Vegetation Protection Overlay Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 (VPO1, VPO2) from land in the 

amendment area.  

• Applies the Erosion Management Overlay (EMO) to the land zoned RCZ2.  

• Applies the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) to part of the Amendment area.  

• Applies the Specific Controls Overlay – Schedule 2 (SCO) to the land at the Works Authority 1473 

area and the surrounding buffer areas.  

• Amends the Schedule to Clause 52.17 to include native vegetation removal exemptions from the 

Beveridge North West PSP area.  

• Amends the Schedule to Clause 66.04 to require referral of certain permit application be given to 

the Department of Transport and Secretary to the Department administering the Mineral 

(Sustainable Development) Act 1990.  

• Amends the Schedule to Clause 72.03 to include the revised list of maps in the Mitchell Planning 

Scheme.  

• Incorporates the “Beveridge North West PSP, November 2021” and Extractive Industry & Buffer 

Area Beveridge North West (SCO2 Incorporated Document) into the planning scheme by listing it 

in the Schedule to Clause 72.04.  

 The Future Urban Structure as shown in the exhibited BNW PSP that forms part of the Amendment is as 

follows in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 – Plan 3 Future Urban Structure of the exhibited BNW PSP 

 In response to Recommendation 1, the revised version of the PSP allows for temporary stone extraction 

for a set period of time, ceasing no later than 31 December 2052 at the Conundrum Quarry Land, and 

provides for the rehabilitation of the land in the Work Authority 1473 area in the north east corner of 

the precinct.  

 These controls are primarily introduced via the “Extractive Industry & Buffer Area Beveridge North 

West” incorporated document given effect by a Specific Controls Overlay, which: 

• imposes controls in relation to the Conundrum Land to allow a permit to be issued for stone 
extraction on the Conundrum Land; and 

• introduces a ‘blast buffer area’ as well as a ‘sensitive use buffer area’. 
 

 The Incorporated Document also proposes permit conditions relating to overall timeframe of the quarry 

operations, commencement of quarry use and associated works, rehabilitation to a standard consistent 

with the end land use envisaged in the PSP, and environmental requirements.   

 In response to Recommendation 17, the revised version of the PSP allows for the protection of the 

remaining high value native vegetation of Burrung Buluk (former Hanna Swamp).  
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 Specific Controls Overlay & SCO2 Incorporated Document. 
 The purpose of the Specific Controls Overlay (SCO) is to apply specific controls designed to achieve a 

particular land use and development outcome in extraordinary circumstances. 

 Pursuant to Clause 45.12-1, land affected by this overlay may be used or developed in accordance with a 

specific control contained in the incorporated document. The specific control may: 

• Allow the land to be used or developed in a manner that would otherwise be prohibited. 

• Prohibit or restrict the use or development of the land beyond the controls that may otherwise 

apply. 

• Exclude any other control in this scheme. 

 The proposed Schedule to Clause 45.12 Specific Controls Overlay identifies the “Extractive Industry & 

Buffer Area, BEVERIDGE NORTH WEST – Incorporated Document” as applying to the SCO2 Planning 

Scheme Map Reference.  

 The SCO2 area includes the WA1473 area and its associated buffer area. This distance has been drawn as 

a 500m radius from the Extractive Industry Site boundary.  

 The SCO2 Incorporated Document deals with three areas as follows: 

• Extractive Industry Site (EIS) 

• Extractive Industry Blast Buffer Area (EIBBA) 

• Extractive Industry Sensitive Use Buffer Area (EISUBA) 

 The SCO2 Incorporated Document as proposed in the VPA Part A submission outlines the following 

relevant provisions:  

• It allows the grant of a planning permit for Extractive Industry for a fixed duration  

• It seeks to “coordinate” Extractive Industry with the implementation of the BNW PSP so as to not 

“prejudice the operation of the Extractive Industry for the designated extent and duration of the 

permitted activity”.10 

• It includes appropriate notice and referral of permit applications for land within the Extractive 

Industry Blast Buffer Area and Extractive Industry Sensitive Use Buffer Area on Map 1.  

• It identifies and protects as necessary the buffer areas of any approved Extractive Industry for the 

duration of the approved Extractive Industry use.  

• It requires the rehabilitation of land to enable the land to be developed in accordance with the BNW 

PSP once any Extractive Industry use ceases. 

• It allows land within the buffer area to be used for certain land uses (and associated works) within the 

lifespan of the quarry. These include Agriculture and Renewable Energy Facilities11.  

 
10 In clause 2.2 of the VPA Part A amended SCO2 Incorporated Document, “any extractive industry with” is inserted after 
the words “coordinate” and before “the implementation of”. 
11 The facilitation of the use and works associated with Agriculture and Renewable Energy Facility is inserted at Clause 2.5 
of the VPA Part A amended SCO2 Incorporated Document, with associated renumbering. 
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 The incorporated document will expire on 31 December 2052, or if no permit is issued for the Extractive 

Industry Site by 31 December 2027, or the permit issued for the Extractive Industry Site in accordance 

with Clause 4.0 of the control expires, whichever occurs first. 

 Amendment C161mith – Beveridge NW ICP. 

 The ICP will be incorporated into the planning scheme and implemented through proposed Schedule 3 

to the ICP Overlay (ICO3). The proposed ICO3 would apply to all land in the PSP area that is within the 

Urban Growth Zone and would, therefore, not apply to land proposed to be included in the Rural 

Conservation Zone.  

 The ICP includes a supplementary levy ICP. A supplementary levy rate of $69,065.13 (as exhibited) is 

proposed in respect of four intersection projects (IN-04, IN-05, IN-08, IN-09), and two culvert and bridge 

projects (BR-01, BR-03). 

 The exhibited Precinct Infrastructure Plan that the ICP has been based on is shown in Figure 3 below.  

 

Figure 3 – Plan 13 – Precinct Infrastructure Plan of the exhibited BNW PSP, page 36 
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 The 2019 Permit Application. 

 The 2019 Permit Application is accompanied by the 2019 Work Plan and the following reports: 

a) Planning Report prepared by Tract Consultants dated 2 October 2019; 

b) Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Advice prepared by Clarkeology dated 6 September 2019; 

c) Environmental Noise Assessment prepared by SLR Consulting Australia Pty Ltd dated September 2019; 

d) Dust Impact Assessment prepared by Ektimo Pty Ltd dated 25 September 2019; and 

e) Transport Impact Assessment prepared by GTA Consultants (VIC) Pty Ltd dated 26 September 2019. 

f) a Land Capability Assessment prepared by GeoCore Pty Ltd dated 14 September 2015; 

g) a letter from EnviroSep Australia Pty Ltd to Conundrum Holdings dated 7 October 2015; and 

h) a site access road map dated 19 November 2019. 

 The 2019 Permit Application is also accompanied by plans prepared by BCA Consulting Earth Resources 

and Mont-Eltham Drafting Pty Ltd also identified in the Appendix table of the 2019 Work Plan as follows: 

a) Figure 1: General Location Plan (BCA Plan A4 1869) 

b) Figure 2: Regional Plan (BCA Plan A3 1870) 

c) Figure 3: Site Photo Plan showing Phase 1 Development (BCA Plan NS 1871) 

d) Figure 5: Work Authority Area Plan (BCA Plan A4 1872) 

e) Figure 6: Development Phase Plan (BCA Plan 6-1 Development Plan Phase 2: NS 1873;  

6-2 Development Plan Phase 3: NS-1874; 6-3 Development Plan Phase 4: NS-1875;  

6-4 Cross Sections & Face Profiles: NS-1876) 

f) Figure 7: Tree/Vegetation Planting & Fencing Sequence (BCA Plan NS-1880) 

g) Figure 8: Rehabilitation Plan (BCA Plan 8-1 Rehabilitation Plan NS-1877;  

8-2 Rehabilitation Cross Sections NS-1878)  

h) Figure 9: Sight Lines S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 (BCA Plan NS-1880) 

i) Figure 10: Phase Extraction Boundaries & Buffers (BCA Plan NS-1879) 

j) Figure 11: Water Management Plan Phase 1 (BCA Plan NS-1882) 

 Some of the key changes between the 2015 Work Plan and the 2019 Work Plan include the following: 

• Reduced quarry lifespan from 40 years to 30 years from commencement of Work Authority12.  

• Reduced maximum bulk excavation depth from 278m AHD to 293m AHD. 

• Reduction in number of phases from 8 phases to 4 phases but no changes to the extraction rates 

as follows: 

 Timeframe Projected Annual Production13 

Phase 1 Years 1-10 years 170,000-400,000 tonnes 

Phase 2 Years 11-17 400-700,000 tonnes 

Phases 3 and 4 Years 18 to 30 Up to 700,000 tonnes 
 

 
12 As per page 13 of the 2019 Work Plan, Section 5.3 Resource life and output. 
13 Ibid. It is noted that ‘actual production will be dictated by market demands’. 
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• Quarry blasting activities are proposed to be contained to 30 years, however, no further details are given 

as to when blasting will be contained to each stage.  

• Reduced extraction volume from 20 million tonnes to 17 million tonnes comprised of 12 million tonnes of 

above Class 3 quality basalt and a further 5 million tonnes of basalt suited to the commercial market. 

Buffers 

 The 2019 Work Plan also includes a Phase Extraction Boundaries and Buffers Plan (Figure 10).  

 A 500 metre radius from the perimeter of the overall extraction area of the Work Authority is drawn as 

an “Extraction Limit 500m Buffer” in Phase 1. 

 This extraction limit buffer is shown to change its location as the quarrying activities progresses through 

Phases.  The extraction limit buffer is shown following Phases 1, 2, 3 and 4, and is drawn as 500m from 

the extraction limit of the relevant phase. 

 Excerpts of the relevant phasing plans and buffers contained in Figure 10 of the 2019 Work Plan 

application are in Appendix 3. 

Rehabilitation 

 The 2019 Work Plan proposes the progressive rehabilitation per the Environmental and Rehabilitation 

Management Plan contained at Figure 8 of that document. The final rehabilitation shown on Figure 8-1 

and 8-2 of the 2019 Work Plan indicates the Rehabilitation of the quarry floor to between RL293.5 and 

RL29414 and the rehabilitated quarry faces to maximum slope 1:2 all around. 

 I note that the Planning Report that accompanied  the application states that Section 3. indicates 

“further filling using engineered fill and compacted post Work Authority rehabilitation is intended up to 

313m AHD to create a free flowing land form”.  

 

  

 
14 I note that page 26 of the 2019 Work Plan indicates in section 9.2 that it is proposed to fill the land with 
engineered fill to RL296 
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8. Other Relevant Background Material. 
 

 In preparing my opinion I have had particular regard to the following documents: 

• State and local policies contained within the Mitchell Planning Scheme 

• Plan Melbourne (2017-2050) 

• The Growth Corridor Plans (2012) 

• Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines (2021) 

• Ministerial Directions 9, 11, 12 

• Ministerial Direction on the Preparation and Content of ICPs 

• Ministerial Direction on the Form and Content of Planning Schemes 

• EPA Industrial Residual Air Emissions Guidelines 

• Relevant extractive resource strategies and studies referred to in State Planning Policy, and 

• Planning Practice Note 89 - The Extractive Industry Approvals Process. 
 

 The strategic context of the Amendments and permit application has been set out in Chapter 4 of the 

VPA Part A submission and for brevity I do not repeat this material in my evidence statement. 

 I note that there are certain state planning policies and controls that are of particular relevance to the 

assessment of the Amendments and permit application.  These include the following: 

• Clause 11.02 (Settlement) 

• Clause 14.03 Earth and Energy Resources) 

• Clause 13.07 (Land Use Compatibility) 

• Clause 52,09 (Earth and Energy Resources) 

• Clause 52.09 Extractive Industry and EIIAs) 

• Clause 52.29 (Land adjacent to the Principal Road Network) 

• Clause 65.01 (Approval of an application or plan) 
 

 I refer to the content of these provisions as relevant in this report, but for brevity I do not recite or 

extract the full content of these provisions in my evidence statement. 

 I also note that there have been some changes to the Victoria Planning Provision that are relevant to the 

planning and management of extractive industries.  These are summarised in Appendix 4. 
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9. My Opinion. 
 

 I have been asked to provide my opinion on planning matters arising from the Permit Application, 

Amendment C158mith and Amendment C161mith, including the issues raised in Appendix A of the Yarra 

Valley Water submission (being the report by Veris dated 28/1/22). 

 I have reviewed the Terms of Reference provided to the Standing Advisory Committee (the Committee) 

and I note the particular way that they define various matters that should or should not be considered 

by the Committee.   

 With this in mind, I have set out my opinions in relation to the Permit Application, Amendment 

C158mith and Amendment C161mith on the key matters set out in Clause 5 of the abovementioned 

Terms of Reference as follows: 

• Is draft Planning Scheme Amendment C158mith (Amendment C158) acceptable and does it 
appropriately implement the recommendations of the Amendment C106mith (Amendment C106) 
Panel ? 

 

• Is draft Planning Scheme Amendment C161mith (Amendment C161) for the supplementary levy 
Infrastructure Contributions Plan (ICP) acceptable ? 

 

• Should a permit be granted to use and develop the subject land for stone extraction and the 
creation of access to a road in a Road Zone Category 1 at the Conundrum Quarry Land under 
WA1473, having regard to the Mitchell Planning Scheme (as modified by the planning controls 
proposed by Amendment C158), and if so what permit conditions should be applied to that permit ? 

 
 I set out my opinions in relation to each of the above questions in the following pages. 
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 Is draft Planning Scheme Amendment C158mith (Amendment C158) 
acceptable and does it appropriately implement the recommendations of the 
Amendment C106mith (Amendment C106) Panel ? 

 
 The Panel in relation to Amendment C106mith made a ‘recommendation in chief’ that the Amendment 

be revised to explicitly include precinct level planning for resource extraction from Work Authority 1473 

(‘Recommendation 1’), and a further 16 recommendations relating to the Rural Conservation Zone, 

affordable housing, bushfire and biodiversity. 

 My views in relation to whether the draft Amendment C158mith is acceptable and whether it 

appropriately implements the above recommendations are set out in the following pages. 

 I have addressed the recommendations in the following way: 

• Precinct level planning for resource extraction from WA1437 (Recommendation 1).  

• Recognition of the need to plan for Hanna Swamp in the revised PSP (Recommendation 17) 

• Other recommendations (Recommendations 2-16) 

• Other matters raised in the Yarra Valley Water submission related to the above recommendations 

 

 Precinct level planning for resource extraction from WA1437.  
 Recommendation 1 of the Amendment C106mith Panel Report was as follows: 

“Revise Mitchell Planning Scheme Amendment C106 to explicitly include precinct level planning for 

resource extraction from Work Authority 1473.” 

 The question of how the planning scheme should provide for resource extraction from Work Authority 

WA1473 in a manner which balances the competing resource extraction and urban development policy 

objectives is a key one to be resolved by Amendment C158mith. 

 I address this question by reference to the following matters: 

• The AmC106 Panel findings 

• Consideration of relevant State policy objectives 

• The overall approach to planning for resource extraction in AmC158 

• The content of the incorporated document  
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9.1.1.1. Amendment C106mith Panel findings. 
 The Panel made the following findings and conclusions in making its recommendation regarding 

resource extraction from WA1473: 

• It should be possible to deliver a very significant urban development outcome and resource 

extraction (within the PSP area) in the long term.15 

• Given the timeframes being considered, the level of certainty of any forecasts of urban 

development rates or stone extraction are inherently uncertain.  It is possible, if not likely, that 

urban development approaching a future quarry may be ‘held back’ for some time, perhaps a 

decade or more, if extraction is permitted.16 

• An external buffer on land that is not owned or controlled by the quarry operator is problematic.  

Planning should seek to minimise the impacts on the affected landowners by ensuring that 

interim non-sensitive uses are considered, and that the eventual development of the buffer area 

happens in as timely a manner as possible.17 

• The impost of the external buffer on the ability to undertake urban development on adjoining 

land should be time limited, so that this outcome is delayed rather than lost.18 

 The above Panel findings set the scene for Amendment C158mith. They call for an acknowledgement 

that urban development on land within close proximity to land within WA1473 may be delayed in the 

event that a permit is granted for a quarry on that land, and also that the timeframes of any such 

impacts should be limited as much as possible.   

9.1.1.2. Consideration of relevant State policy objectives. 
 Resolving how best to protect the opportunity for stone extraction on land within WA1473 whilst also 

allowing the for the orderly urban development of land within the BNW PSP requires consideration of 

the following competing objectives relating to managing growth and extractive industries: 

• State policies on managing growth require planning to facilitate orderly development, logical and 

efficient infrastructure provision. They call for development to be sequenced so that 

infrastructure is provided in a cost-effective manner and services are available from early in the 

life of new communities.19   

• State policies on resource extraction seek to protect the opportunity for exploration and 

extraction of natural resources where this is consistent with overall planning considerations and 

acceptable environmental practice.20 

• State policies on managing land use compatibility seek to achieve the following outcomes: 

• Avoid locating incompatible uses in areas that may be impacted by adverse off-site impacts 

from commercial, industrial and other uses. 

• Avoid or otherwise minimise adverse off-site impacts from commercial, industrial and other 

uses through land use separation, siting, building design and operational measures.21 

 
15 Amendment C106mith Panel report, page iii 
16 Ibid, page 36 
17 Ibid, page 37 
18 Ibid, page 36 
19 Clause 11.02 Managing Growth 
20 Clause 14.03 Earth and Energy Resources 
21 Clause 13.07-1S Land Use Compatibility 
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 The planning scheme requires the above competing policy objectives to be balanced by Planning and 

Responsible Authorities in a way which enables outcomes that achieve an overall net community 

benefit22. 

 I consider that the abovementioned competing objectives can be balanced by Amendment C158mith in 

favour of enabling an outcome that achieves an overall net community benefit by: 

• Identifying land use buffers around WA1473, and;  

• Establishing a planning framework for quarrying activities which minimises the extent and 

duration of its impacts no adjoining land as much as is reasonably practicable.  I consider that this 

should include establishing time limits for the extraction of stone resources and the rehabilitation 

of land within WA1473, amongst other measures 

 I discuss each below. 

Land Use Buffers: 

 Any precinct-level planning for resource extraction from WA1473 will need to identify buffers for the 

relevant extractive industry activities, pursuant to the policies contained in clauses 14.03 and 13.07 of 

the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

 The abovementioned state planning policies require planning to consider the EPA ‘Recommended 

separation distances for industrial residual air emissions’ (IRAE) guidelines.   

 The IRAE guidelines contains a recommended separation distance of 500m for quarrying activities which 

include blasting activities.23  This is described as the EPA’s default minimum in the absence of detailed, 

site-specific assessment for a proposed industrial or sensitive land use.24 

 The IRAE guidelines state that in circumstances like the BNW PSP (i.e. where the planning scheme would 

allow sensitive uses on lots less than 0.4ha), the separation distance should be measured from the 

activity boundary of the relevant industry to the property boundary of the nearest sensitive land use.25  I 

understand that the activity boundary of a quarry is typically defined as being the quarry extraction limit 

identified on any Work Plan approved under a Planning Permit. 

 State policy calls for planning permit applications for quarries to clearly define buffer areas which are to 

be owned or controlled by the proponent of an extractive industry.26  

 In the case of the BNW PSP, the land immediately adjoining WA1473 is currently rural but will be 

redeveloped for residential purposes over the coming 20-30 years.  This context has presented an 

opportunity for the proponent of the quarry on land within WA1473 to seek to rely on adjoining land to 

provide the separation distances required under State Policy and the EPA guidelines, notwithstanding 

the state policy expectation that such buffers areas are to be owned or controlled by the quarry 

proponent. 

 
22 Clause 71.02-3 
23 EPA IRAE Guidelines, page 9 
24 Ibid, page 6.  I defer to the expertise of others on whether or not separation distances that might vary from 
the above mentioned default distances are warranted or justified.   
25 Ibid, page 12 
26 Clause 14.03 Earth and Energy Resources 
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 I consider that the reliance of the currently rural land around WA1473 as a buffer in the interim period 

between now and the staged delivery of residential development within the BNW PSP reaching the 

buffer is a reasonable proposition.   

 This approach is consistent with the Panel recommendations, noting that the Panel found that ‘to lock 

[the stone resource] up for all time when this does not seem necessary in the context of the PSP 

development would be a poor planning outcome’.27 

 However, I agree with the previous Panel findings that the reliance on an external buffer on land that is 

not owned or controlled by the quarry operator is problematic due to its potential impact on the orderly 

development of new communities within the BNW PSP area over time.  

 I therefore do not consider that the Mitchell Planning Scheme (or any permits granted pursuant to it) 

should establish quarry buffers over land adjoining WA1473 that have open ended effects on the ability 

to deliver urban development on that land in an orderly and timely manner.   

 I set out my views on the need for time limits for quarry activities on land within WA1473 below. 

Quarry time limits: 

 Any precinct-level planning for resource extraction from WA1473 should apply time limits on quarrying 

activities within this land area, so that the relevant competing policy objectives regarding quarrying and 

urban development are properly balanced to achieve an overall net community benefit. 

 If no time limit is imposed on quarrying activities under the Mitchell Planning Scheme then the end-date 

to such activities would be determined by market forces and private commercial considerations.  The 

absence of any certainty regarding the closure date of quarrying on the land would be contrary to state 

policy regarding orderly urban development, and the coordination of infrastructure delivery28.  

 In my view this would not be an outcome that properly balances policies regarding extractive industry 

and managing growth in favour of net community benefit. 

 The draft incorporated document proposes a 30 year time limit for the cessation of quarrying activities 

(including completion of rehabilitation) within WA1473.   

 The BNW PSP envisages that urban development will occur across the precinct over a 20-30 year 

horizon.  I consider 30 years to be a realistic horizon for the full development of the PSP area, and I also 

consider that the most logical and orderly sequence of development within the precinct would 

potentially result in urban development reaching the edges of a notional 500m buffer from the 

boundary of WA1473 within circa 15 years. 29 

 Under the abovementioned scenario, urban development approaching a future quarry on land within 

WA1473 would potentially  be held back for a period of circa 15 years (depending on the phasing of 

 
27 AmC106 Panel report, page 33 
28 Clause 11.02 
29 My reasons for reaching this conclusion are set out in my previous statement of evidence in relation to Am C106 (pp54-
56).  Whilst I have not been presented within any information that would lead me to reach a different conclusion, I note 
that the greenfield development rates over the past 2 years have been exceptionally high, notwithstanding the wider 
effect of the Covid19 pandemic.  
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quarrying activities).  This scenario is broadly in line with the scenario identified by the AmC106 Panel, 

which concluded that: 

‘it is possible, if not likely, that urban development approaching a future quarry may be held 

back  for some time, perhaps a decade or more, if extraction is permitted’.30 

 Whilst this outcome would enable the relevant State extractive industry policies to be more fully 

realised, I consider that it would not adequately satisfy State policy regarding facilitating orderly urban 

development, including the delivery of logical, efficient and cost-efficient infrastructure in growth areas.   

 If residential development were not able to continue to be staged northwards into the 500m buffer 

area, then there will be an adverse effect on the creation of the local population catchment required to 

support the delivery of the town centre, school, open space and community facilities in this northern 

neighbourhood.  This delay could be for circa 15 years or more, depending on the timing of urban 

development and stone extraction activities. 

 If the quarry buffer were not a consideration, then in my opinion the northern town centre, primary 

school community and sporting facilities would otherwise most likely be delivered in a staged manner 

over the coming 15-25 years.31   

 I would also expect that the eastern arterial road would need to be delivered within this timeframe (and 

possibly earlier) given the role that this road will play in supporting growth across the wider region. 

 I note that the VPA is proposing to relocate this arterial road in order to enable it to be delivered outside 

of the proposed ‘Quarry Blast Buffer’ area.  However, the town centre and indoor recreation facilities 

are both located within the proposed quarry amenity buffer and so there is the potential for these 

facilities to be delayed if the quarry amenity buffer remained in the location shown in Plan 3 of the PSP 

for 30 years. 

 The question in my mind is how enabling the quarry to operate for a period of 30 years is best balanced 

against the impact of any delays that this might cause to the delivery of the above infrastructure and 

services (including the local residential catchments needed to support them). 

 The relevant State policy on resource extraction provides some useful guidance on this question. 

 State policies on resource extraction calls for the opportunity for stone extraction to be protected where 

this is ‘consistent with overall planning considerations’.   

 This policy does not call for the open-ended protection of opportunities to extract all stone resources 

across the entire State.  Rather, it calls for the consideration of the planning context of the site in coming 

to a view about the degree to which any stone resources should be protected or extracted. 

 The planning context of the land within WA1473 is very different to many other potential quarry 

locations in that this site is located within the metropolitan Urban Growth Boundary and it is adjacent to 

land identified for residential development under state and regional planning strategies. 

 
30 Am C106 Panel report, page 36 
31 I set out my reasons for coming to this view in more detail in my statement of evidence to the AmC106 Panel 
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 State extractive industry policy has also recently been updated to give priority to the protection of 

Strategic Extractive Resource Areas (SERA).  The stone resource within WA1473 has not been identified 

as a SERA under this policy and I am not aware of any plans to designated as one.  

 The potential to realise the stone extraction opportunities on the WA1473 land therefore needs to be 

tempered by consideration of the abovementioned planning and policy context, and in particular the 

effect that stone extraction might have on the orderly development of new residential communities on 

the land which adjoins the site. 

 I consider that it is preferable for quarrying activities to cease within WA1473 within a timeframe that 

would allow the ongoing urban development of land within the notional buffer shown on plan 3 of BNW 

PSP.  Alternatively, the staging of quarrying activities within WA1473 should be undertaken in a manner 

which allows for this outcome. 

 As I have stated above, I consider that the land within the notional quarry buffer shown within Plan 3 of 

the PSP would most likely be required for residential development within 15 years, and that the town 

centre, community and recreation facilities would most likely be delivered within a 15-25 year 

timeframe. 

 I accept that there may be a need to ‘hold back’ urban development on land within 500m of WA1473 for 

some period of time (in the interests of striking a balance between the relevant stone extraction and 

managing growth policies) but it is my view that that this should be kept to a minimum, and be no longer 

that 5-10 years.  

 I acknowledge that there was previously no agreement between the parties to AmC106 regarding 

development staging or take-up rates in the BNW PSP. However, it is my opinion that the various 

submissions and expert evidence can assessed with a view to establishing a set of assumptions for the 

purpose of determining when development might reasonably be anticipated to be located within 500m 

of WA1483, and that these should inform the quarry time limit and/or quarry staging plans. 

 As I have noted above, I consider that it is likely that  urban development will be within 500m of 

WA1473 within a 15 year period. On that basis I consider that either an enforceable quarry staging plan 

should be put in place which provides for a significant portion of the land within 500m of WA1473 to be 

developed after a 15 year period of quarry operations, or alternatively the quarry operations should 

cease within a period of no later than 25 years, so as to minimise the likely period in which urban 

development might need to be ‘held back’ on this land.32 

  

 
32 Noting that in this former scenario I still consider that an overall 30 year time limit should be imposed for the 
cessation of quarrying and rehabilitation. 
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9.1.1.3. Overall approach to planning for resource extraction in Amendment 
C158mith. 

 This section of my evidence addresses the overall approach to planning for resource extraction in 

Amendment C158mith.  I also set out my views in relation to the specific content of the PSP and zoning 

controls (as they relate to stone extraction and site rehabilitation) in this section and I address the 

content of the proposed incorporated document in section 9.1.1.4 of my evidence. 

 Amendment C158mith seeks to give effect to Recommendation 1 via the following means: 

• The Vision contained in Section 2.1 of revised draft BNW PSP makes reference to the potential for 

there to be a quarry within the Work Authority WA1473 area, as follows: 

“The PSP will develop over an approximate 30-year duration. During the development of the 

precinct, there may be a quarry as per Works Authority 1473. The Planning Scheme limits any 

extraction works in any quarry to an extraction timeframe of 20 years. Following cessation of 

any quarry and rehabilitation to a residential standard, urban development will continue to 

develop as set out in the PSP.”   

• The BNWSP at Plan 1 (Precinct Features) identifies the proposed quarry WA1473, and at Plan 3 

(Future Urban Structure) a 250m blast buffer and a 500m amenity buffer, measured from the 

boundary of WA1473.33 

 

• The Urban Growth Zone (Schedule 3) is applied to the majority of the WA1473 area. The UGZ3 

Schedule applies the General Residential Zone to areas shown as residential in this area on the 

FUSP, and Rural Conservation Zone to areas shown within the FUSP as ‘landscape values’. 

 

• A schedule to the Specific Controls Overlay is proposed to apply to the land at the Work Authority 

1473 area and the surrounding areas, and the following document is intended to be incorporated 

into the Mitchell Planning Scheme pursuant to the SCO Schedule: 

 

‘Extractive Industry and Buffer Area Beveridge North West Incorporated Document November 

2021’34 

 I discuss each of the above provisions below. 

The PSP Vision: 

 The VPA Part A Submission notes that the revised draft PSP does not identify resource extraction as an 

objective of the PSP.  It notes that this is because in taking account of the C106mith Panel report, the 

VPA determined that any permitted resource extraction should be an interim land use, and that:  

“Embedding a temporary use into the PSP objectives would undermine the long-term vision of the PSP. 

The future urban structure within any PSP is prepared on the basis of the proposed final land uses and, 

therefore, recognition of the potential time limited quarry within this plan would be an inappropriate 

inclusion in the objects for the PSP. It should be noted, however, that the PSP Vision acknowledges the 

ability for resource extraction to proceed as a time limited use.”35 

 I agree with the above approach to the drafting the Beveridge North-West PSP.   

 
33 Noting that Plan 3 is also replicated within UGZ3 
34 An updated version of this document is at Appendix 3 to the VPA’s Part A submission. 
35 VPA Part A submission, Section 5.2 
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 The primary purpose of the PSP is to identify the ultimate land use and infrastructure outcomes for the 

land within the PSP area (including the land within and adjacent to WA1473), and there are other (and in 

my opinion better) statutory mechanisms available under the Mitchell Planning Scheme which can 

explicitly cater for resource extraction from the WA1473 land area. I discuss these later in my statement 

of evidence. 

 The scope of Recommendation 1 is about how to include precinct level planning for resource extraction 

rather than whether this use should be contemplated by the PSP. Given this specific scope, I consider 

that it is important that the PSP identify that during the lifetime of development occurring on land 

within the precinct, a quarry may be located on the WA1473 land area.  

 I also consider that it is also important that the PSP broadly articulate how and when this is expected to 

occur, including reference to timeframes and any land use and development constraints associated with 

the interim quarrying activity (such as the need for land use buffers) and the expectation that urban 

development will occur on the WA1473 land  following cessation of any quarry and rehabilitation to a 

residential standard. 

 I consider that the current draft of the PSP Vision broadly addresses the above matters.  

 However, I would suggest the following changes to the PSP Vision: 

“During the development of the precinct, there may be a quarry located on land within Works 

Authority 1473 (refer Plan 3), and in that event it will be necessary to identify and protect the buffer 

areas of any such activities (refer Plan 5 which shows the potential maximum extent of the blast and 

amenity buffers associated with any potential quarry on land within WA1473. 

A Special Controls Overlay within the Mitchell Planning Scheme limits any extraction works on land in 

WA1473 to an extraction timeframe of 20 years, and it requires all quarrying activities (including 

rehabilitation) to be completed by 2052. Following cessation of any quarry and rehabilitation to a 

residential standard, urban development will continue to develop as set out in the PSP.” 

Plan 1 (Precinct Features) and Plan 3 (Future Urban Structure): 

 I consider that it is useful to identify the location of WA1473 and also the potential maximum extents of 

the blast and amenity buffers associated with any potential quarry on land within WA1473.   

 I suggest that the WA1473 be labelled as ‘potential quarry’ on Plans 1 and 3, and that the buffers shown 

on Plan 3 be labelled as ‘[XXXm] buffer associated with potential quarry’.  

 Whilst I defer to the expertise of others in relation to the appropriate area of the blast and amenity 

buffers, it is my expectation that the relevant buffers would be measured from the quarry extraction 

boundary rather than the work authority boundary (on the basis that this is the activity boundary 

pursuant to the EPA IRAE guidelines). 

 I suggest that an annotation be included in Plan 3 to direct readers to the SCO and incorporated 

document for further information about how the implementation of the BNW PSP will be coordinated 

with any extractive industry activities.  
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Zoning: 

 A substantial portion of the land within WA1473 is currently included within the Rural Conservation 

Zone, and Amendment C158mith proposes to rezone the majority of this land to UGZ.   

 The Future Urban Structure Plan (FUSP) and Plan 7 within the PSP identifies a wide ‘landscape values’ 

link  across this land, connecting the western and eastern topographic features within the PSP area.   

 The Urban Growth Zone (Schedule 3) is applied to the majority of the WA1473 area. The UGZ3 Schedule 

applies the General Residential Zone to areas shown as residential in this area on the FUSP, and Rural 

Conservation Zone to areas shown within the FUSP as ‘landscape values’.  The PSP also contains a new 

Requirement (R12) that states that ‘the eastern and western sides of the rural conservation zone must 

be linked by undeveloped open space’. 

 I understand the effect of the above arrangements is that future urban development within the UGZ that 

applies to the WA1473 land will need to be located within the area in which the GRZ is applied, and the 

area in which the RCZ is applied is to be kept free of urban development.   

 I do not consider that the new Requirement R12 is particularly clear in articulating the type or extent of 

open space link that is envisaged across the WA1473 land.   

 However, I am reasonably assured that the intent of creating a substantial open space link is made clear 

by Amendment C158mith by virtue of its representation on Plans 3 and 5 of the PSP, and by the 

application of the RCZ to this land under UGZ3.   

 If the size, shape or location of this open space link were to be revisited in future once any future quarry 

is rehabilitated, then it would be necessary for such changes to either be generally in accordance with 

the PSP, or for the representation of the link that is shown within the approved PSP and the UGZ 

schedule to be altered via a planning scheme amendment. 

 On the basis of the above, I am satisfied that the application of the RCZ to the open space link shown on 

WA1473 in the PSP via the UGZ Schedule is appropriate and that it is not necessary to place the open 

space link into an RCZ at this time. 

The Specific Controls Overlay and Incorporated Document: 

 Amendment C158mith proposes to apply a Specific Controls Overlay (SCO) to land contained within 

WA1473 and a 500 metre ‘buffer area’ around that land.  It also proposes to incorporate specific 

controls over the abovementioned land to achieve the following four purposes: 

• To allow the grant of a planning permit for Extractive Industry for a fixed duration. 

• To coordinate any extractive industry with the implementation of the Beveridge North West PSP 

in a manner that will not prejudice the operation of the Extractive Industry for the designated 

extent and duration of the permitted activity. 

• To identify and protect as necessary the buffer areas of any approved Extractive Industry for the 

duration of the approved Extractive Industry use. 

• To secure the rehabilitation of land to enable the land to be developed in accordance with the 

Beveridge North West PSP once any Extractive Industry use ceases. 
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• To facilitate the use of land and associated works for Agriculture and Renewable Energy Facility 

(and potential additional uses) within the buffer areas for the duration of the quarry operation.36 

 The abovementioned specific controls are intended to operate alongside the existing provisions relating 

to extractive industries contained at clause 52.09 of the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

 The VPA Part A Submission notes that the SCO has been selected as the preferred mechanism to give 

effect to Recommendation 1 of the C106mith Panel Report.  It notes that this control can facilitate the 

granting of a planning permit for the quarry as well as managing the operation of the quarry, managing 

buffers, and facilitating a limited range of land uses within the buffers during the quarry’s operation. 

 I have given consideration to the potential statutory instruments that are available to explicitly include 

precinct level planning for resource extraction from Work Authority 1473 under the Mitchell Planning 

Scheme.    

 I identified the same four options as those set out in the VPA Part A submission (i.e. embedding controls 

into the PSP/UGZ Schedule, SUZ, Section 96A process, SCO) and it is my view that the SCO is the best 

available option to provide for the option for resource extraction in the particular context of the 

Beveridge North West PSP.   

 My views in relation to each of the abovementioned options is set out below.  

Embedding controls into the PSP/UGZ Schedule: 

 It would be possible to draft the PSP and UGZ Schedule to address the relevant permit requirements, 

exemptions, prohibitions, application requirements, permit conditions, decision guidelines etc. for the 

extractive industry site, blast buffer area and sensitive use buffer areas.   

 The relevant information referred to above would necessarily be embedded across different parts of the 

PSP and the UGZ Schedule.  It has been my experience that this approach results in the need to refer to 

multiple parts of multiple documents, and that it is not a particularly transparent or easy to follow way 

of dealing with the relevant provisions relating to extractive industry, blast buffer and sensitive use 

buffer areas. 

Applying the SUZ to the quarry land: 

 The SUZ applies to a number of quarry sites across Victoria.  The drafting of the relevant zone provisions 

varies between locations, but such zones usually require that planning permits be sought to use and 

develop land for extractive industry purposes.   

 It is regularly the case that the quarries within the SUZ have a very long life-span and the preferred after-

use of such sites is not known.  Depending on the context, such sites can ultimately be used for purposes 

as varied as landfills, open space and urban development.   

 It is commonly the case that the preferred after-use of a quarry that is approaching or has reached the 

end of its operating life will be the subject of a strategic land use review and a rezoning to determine the 

preferred long term use and development of the site at that time. 

 In the present case, there is already broad agreement that land within the WA1473 will be ultimately 

used and developed for residential purposes, and that this is likely to happen within the development 

 
36 VPA Part A amended SCO2 Incorporated Document, new clause 2.5.  
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life-span of the Beveridge North West PSP.  The land uses and infrastructure identified within the 

Beveridge North West PSP and ICP are predicated on that outcome.  In my view in such circumstances it 

makes more sense that the developable parts of WA1473 be retained within the UGZ and that the PSP 

and ICP guide the long term future use and development of the land (including after the rehabilitation of 

any quarry activity on the land if that is permitted).   

 I do not consider that it would be appropriate to apply the SUZ to the subject site given any future 

quarrying activities can be viewed an ‘interim use’ with a known life-span, as compared to the 

circumstances of larger quarries with more open-ended life-spans. 

 I also note that applying the SUZ to the site would not address the need to establish planning provisions 

to manage land uses within the buffers associated with any future quarry on the site.  It will still be 

necessary to draft planning provisions to deal with this potential eventuality.  Whilst these could be 

embedded into the PSP and SUZ in my opinion there are simpler and more transparent mechanisms 

available to achieve this. 

Combined planning permit and rezoning via a Section 96A process:  

 The current Advisory Committee process provides a mechanism for considering both the planning 

scheme controls that should apply to the WA1473 and its surrounds, also the merit of the current 

planning permit application for a quarry on the WA1473 site.  I do not consider that the use of the 

provisions of section 96A of the PE Act offer any advantages to this current process. 

SCO and Incorporated document: 

 I have reviewed the revised VPA SCO and SCO2 incorporated document (as presented in its Part A 

submission) and I consider that it offers a number of benefits over the alternative approaches set out 

above.  

 One of the main difficulties associated with the prospect of a quarry operating on the WA1473 site is 

how such a use might impact on timing and form of residential development within the PSP area, and 

also how any residential development activity within proximity to such a use might impact on the 

potential to extract stone resources from the WA1473 land. 

 The C106mith Panel concluded that it should be possible to deliver both resource extraction and full 

urban development across the PSP area in the long term, and that planning should seek to minimise the 

impacts of any future quarry on adjoining land by ensuring that (inter-alia) the eventual development of 

the buffer areas can happen in as timely a manner as possible.37 

 In my view a statutory mechanism is needed to provide certainty about the time horizons of any 

quarrying activities within WA1473, and therefore the time horizons of realising the future urban 

development on both the WA1473 land and adjoining land that is set aside as a buffer to quarrying 

activities. The SCO and SCO2 incorporated document provide a mechanism to enable this to occur.   

 It also provides a mechanism to address a range of precinct-specific matters that in my view need to be 

addressed with greater certainty than might otherwise be possible via the exercise of discretion in 

relation to planning permit applications (for either a quarry use or for sensitive uses located within 

proximity to any future quarry). 

 
37 C106mitch Panel Report, pages iii and 39 
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 The draft incorporated document that has been prepared by the VPA enables a comprehensive range of 

issues to be addressed, including the following matters: 

Extractive Industry Site (land within WA1773): 

• Permit requirements 

• Application Requirements 

• Decision Guidelines 

• Conditions for permits relating to the following: 

• Rehabilitation 

• Cessation of blasting for production 

• Amenity 

• Expiry 

• Traffic management 

• Kangaroo management  

• Salvage and translocation  

• Sodic soils 

Within Extractive Industry Blast Buffer Area: 

• Permit requirements 

• Prohibition of buildings and works 

Within Extractive Industry Blast Buffer Area and Extractive Industry Sensitive Use Buffer Area38: 

• Permit exemptions  

• Prohibition of uses 

• Permit requirements 

• Notice and referral requirements 

• Application Requirements 

• Decision Guidelines 

• Conditions for permits  

 I consider that the use of the SCO and an incorporated documents enables a comprehensive, 

transparent and integrated approach to dealing with the full range of land use and development issues 

associated with coordinating the implementation of the BNW PSP and any extractive industry within 

WA1473. 

 I also agree with the reasons set out in the VPA Part A submission as to why the SCO approach is 
favoured over other alternatives, as follows: 

• It provides greater certainty for the community on the lifespan of the quarry, and the ultimate 
land use once the quarry ceases. 

• It is consistent with the temporal nature of the proposed quarry (in that the incorporated 

document contains a sunsetting provision) 

• It is a relatively simple approach when contrasted within embedding the controls within the PSP 

and UGZ provisions. 

• It allows the whole PSP area to be planned in one stage, and for infrastructure for the ultimate 

development of the precinct to be considered up front and in an integrated way.39 

 I set out my views on the specific content of the draft incorporated document in section 9.1.1.4 of my 

evidence.    

 
38 As per VPA comment 13 on the VPA Part A submission amended SCO2 Incorporated Document 
39 Refer VPA Part A Submission , part 7.1.11 
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9.1.1.4. Content of the draft SCO2 Incorporated Document.  
 My opinions in relation to the content of the incorporated document are as follows: 

Clause 2 – purpose and interpretation: 

 I support the stated purpose and the interpretation clauses contained within the draft incorporated 

document.  I also support the VPA Part A changes to include the use of land within the buffer area for 

‘non-sensitive’ uses during quarry operations, including uses such as agriculture and renewable energy 

facilities. 

Clause 3 - Land to which the incorporated document applies: 

 I consider that the incorporated document should apply to land within WA1473 and land that is within 

500m of the extraction boundary of quarrying activities, rather than the work authority boundary. 

 Accordingly, I consider that Map 1 should be updated to reference the buffer measurements from the 

extraction boundary shown within any statutorily endorsed work plan for WA1473.  

Clause 4 – Specific Controls -  Extractive Industry Site: 

 I support the VPA Part A changes such as clause 4.6(b), which is the inclusion of decision guidelines to 

require consideration of whether the extractive industry activities are to be designed and managed in a 

manner which progressively allows the urban development of surrounding land.  

 I consider that clause 4.6(b) is a very important decision guideline because it requires active 

consideration of how any quarry proposal is seeking to limit the impact of its activities on adjoining land, 

particularly in a context where a quarry is reliant on buffers over land that it does not own or control. 

 The phasing of quarry activities is an important mechanism that can assist in minimising such impacts 

although I expect that there are various other ‘best practice’ operational measures that can also be 

utilised to help achieve this purpose. 

 I support the VPA Part A changes such as clause 4.6(d) and clause 4.6(e), which is the inclusion of a 

requirement for a phasing plan that demonstrates that blasting will not occur within a specified distance 

of the BNW PSP after a specified date.  I understand the intent of this clause is to enable the 

construction of the eastern arterial road early in the life of the BNW PSP.   

 I am not qualified to comment on what the relevant blast buffer distance would need to be to enable 

the eastern arterial road to be constructed and become operational but I consider that the early 

construction of this road link is important for the orderly development of the wider corridor, and that it 

will need to be constructed in the early-mid part of the proposed 30 year quarry lifespan. 

 I consider that the incorporated document should require the submission of a phasing plan which 

demonstrates how and when quarrying and rehabilitation activities will be phased to minimise the 

impact of quarrying activities on the future urban development of adjoining land.   

 The phasing plan should deal with both the location and the management of quarry activities within 

each phase, as the off-site impacts of quarrying activities is not solely related to the distance between it 

and a sensitive use. 

 I consider that this phasing plan should be endorsed under any permit granted for quarrying on the 

WA1473 land, and enforced via a Section 173 Agreement.  
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 I support the inclusion of all of the other provisions within this clause, including those specified in the 

VPA Part A amended SCO2 Incorporated Document.   

Clause 5 – Specific controls within extractive industry blast buffer: 

 I am aware that blast buffers are typically calculated on the basis of technical assessments of site specific 

conditions rather than the application of any given ‘default’ buffer prescribed under the planning 

scheme or EPA guidelines.   

 For example, a 200m ‘blast buffer’ distance was established for the Woody Hill Quarry following the 

consideration of expert evidence in the recent Shenstone Park PSP Amendment.40 

 Given the technical nature of quarry blasting activities, I defer to the expertise of others on the question 

of what distance the quarry blast buffer should be in relation to any future quarry blasting activities on 

the WA1473 land. 

 I support the inclusion of all of the other provisions within this clause.   

 I note that the wording of clauses 5.2 (B) and 5.4 is potentially confusing but I interpret the wording of 

clause 5.4 to only prohibit the construction of the types of buildings that are not specifically listed in 

clause 5.2(B). 

Clause 6 – Specific controls within extractive industry sensitive use buffer: 

 I have noted elsewhere in this statement of evidence that the EPA IRAE guidelines establish a default 

500m separation distance for quarries where blasting occurs, and that this is measured from the activity 

boundary (which in the case of a quarry is the extraction limit).   

 I am also aware that the EPA IRAE guideline notes that this buffer can be varied based on detailed site 

specific technical assessments.  Whilst I would expect that the ‘default’ extractive industry sensitive use 

buffer for any proposed quarry (with blasting) would be 500m from the extraction limit in the present 

case, I defer to the expertise of others in relation to whether this buffer might be varied or not. 

 I support the approach taken to the management of sensitive uses on land within the sensitive use 

buffer under this clause.   

 I consider that it is reasonable to prohibit a range of sensitive uses in the short term so that sensitive 

uses do not establish in areas that might be affected by future permit applications for quarry proposals 

on land within WA1473.  The timeframe of these prohibitions is aligned to the timeframe in which a 

permit may be granted for a quarry on land within WA1473 (31 December 2027). 

 I consider that it is also reasonable to establish a permit requirement for sensitive uses on land within 

the sensitive use buffer over the period 31 December 2027 to the end-date of any quarry operations 

(specified as being December 2052 in clause 7 of the incorporated document). 

 The permit process will provide the opportunity to determine the compatibility of any given sensitive 

use within the sensitive use buffer area with any permitted quarry operations within the WA1473 land.  

The incorporated document as proposed in the VPA Part A submission contains appropriate application 

 
40 Amendment C241wsea 
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requirements and decision guidelines to enable a proper assessment of such proposals having regard to 

the potential amenity impacts of any nearby quarrying activities. 

 The incorporated document also provides scope for permission to be granted for the establishment of 

sensitive uses within the sensitive use buffer in circumstances where the quarrying activities within 

WA1473 no longer require all of the land within the buffer to be kept free of sensitive uses.  I consider 

this to be an important feature of this control. 

 I support the inclusion of all the other provisions within this clause, including those proposed in the VPA 

Part A submission amended SCO2 Incorporated Document.   

Clause 7 – Expiry: 

 I have noted earlier in my evidence that I consider that either the quarry operations should cease within 

a period of no later than 25 years (ie 2047), or that alternatively a quarry staging plan should be adopted 

which provides for a significant portion of the land within 500m of WA1473 to be developed after a 15 

year period (In this latter scenario I consider that a 30 year time limit should still be imposed for the 

cessation of quarrying and rehabilitation). 

 I have also noted above that I consider that the incorporated document should require the submission 

of a phasing plan which demonstrates how and when quarrying and rehabilitation activities will be 

phased to minimise the impact of quarrying activities on the future urban development of adjoining 

land.   

 The phasing plan should deal with both the location and the management of quarry activities, as the off-

site impacts of quarrying activities is not solely related to the distance between it and a sensitive use. 

 If it can be demonstrated that quarrying activities can be phased so as to allow a significant portion of 

the land within 500m of WA1473 to be developed after 15 years of the PSP and incorporated document 

being approved, then I would support the proposed 2052 expiry. 

 If however the above cannot be demonstrated (or if the use of a statutorily endorsed and enforceable 

phasing plan is not supported) then I would suggest that the expiration date be set at 2047, so as to 

minimise the likely period in which urban development might need to be ‘held back’ on land within 

500m of WA1473. 
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 Recognition of the need to plan for Hanna Swamp (Recommendation 17). 
 Recommendation 17 of the Amendment C106mith Panel Report was as follows: 

“Include explicit recognition of the need to plan for Hanna Swamp in the revised Precinct Structure 
Plan in, for example: 

 The land description at 1.4 

 The vision at 2.1 

 Requirement R1 

 Table 10, water infrastructure” 
 

 The Amendment C106mith Panel concluded that part of the Burrung Buluk (formerly called the Hanna 

Swamp) should be more clearly identified and actively planned for to ensure the opportunities for 

wetland and waterway management and habitat restoration are not missed.41 

 The Panel observed that it was not able to say that all of this wetland must be protected but it 

considered that there should be further investigation of how it might be protected and how its natural 

values might be restored and utilised in planning for both the BNW PSP and also the Wallan South PSP.42 

 The VPA has subsequently undertaken surveys of the wetland area which have confirmed that the 

southern parts of the wetland (located within the BNW PSP area) contain high quality remnant Seasonal 

Herbacious Wetland vegetation.  

 The revised BNW PSP identify the general location of the Burrung Buluk wetlands, and the VPA describe 

the PSP’s response to the AmC106 Panel Recommendation 17 as follows: 

“The PSP does not prescribe outcomes for the future form and shape of Burrung Buluk. 
In summary the PSP: 

 refers to the retained high-quality native vegetation in Burrung Buluk (clause 2.1) 

 contemplates that, along with hilltop environments, there is potential for Burrung Buluk to form 
part of a future regional parkland (clause 2.1) 

 requires subdivision layouts to ‘respond to the natural features of the area including…retained, 
high quality native vegetation portion of Burrung Buluk’ (R1). 

These provisions allow flexibility on the future form of Burrung Buluk. While inclusion within a regional 
park is contemplated by clause 2.1, this outcome is not pre-determined by the PSP. 
The current landowner and DELWP Regional Parks support identification of Burrung Buluk south for 
potential future conservation and potential regional park. 
The proposed applied zoning will restrict inappropriate uses, while allowing appropriate flexibility in 
respect of the end treatment of Burrung Buluk.” 
 

 I have reviewed the above proposed changes to the PSP and I consider that they respond to the specific 

suggestions contained within Recommendation 17 in that the revised PSP now explicitly recognises the 

need to plan for the Burrung Buluk.   

 However, having reviewed the submissions including the VPA Part A response, I consider that there are 

significant number of siting, layout and design issues that are yet to be fully resolved in this area.  

 I consider that aspects of the PSP in their current form will have the effect of prematurely prescribing 

certain outcomes for the future form and shape of Burrung Buluk.  

 
41 AmC106 Panel report, page 103 
42 Ibid, page 102 
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 For example, the various plans within the PSP all show a defined area of ‘ecological values’ and the land 

budget includes this entire area as ‘uncredited open space’.   

 Representing Burrung Buluk in the manner shown in these plans and land budget suggest that there is 

higher degree of certainty over the future form and shape of the Burrung Buluk that there is at the 

present time.   

 It is evident that the VPA intends for the PSP to not prescribe outcomes for the future form and shape of 

Burrung Buluk at this point in time.  However, nothing in either the PSP refers to the size and shape of 

the area labelled as ‘ecological values’ being indicative or subject to future refinement. 

 It has been my recent experience that if the PSP does not specifically identify that a particular feature of 

the future urban structure is indicative or subject to future refinement, then there will be very limited 

scope to argue at the planning permit stage that a departure from the location, size or shape of that 

feature can be varied on the basis of it being ‘in general accordance’ with the PSP. 

 I suggest that an annotation should be included in Plan 3 (and other plans within the PSP as relevant) to 

identify that the final extent and boundaries of the area identified as ‘ecological values’ is subject to 

further refinement. 

 I also note that the YVW submission supports the retention of Burrung Buluk on its land holding, and 

that  it also highlights a range of  hydrological and ecological management issues that will need to be 

resolved in order to determine (amongst other things) the final footprint, form and function of the 

Burrung Buluk in the Wallan South PSP.  

 The YVW submission also identifies the potential for the western arterial road to traverse through 

Burrung Buluk in order to provide what it considers to be a superior arterial road alignment for the 

precinct. 

 The location of east-west roads in proximity to the Burrung Buluk also remains uncertain and will 

depend on the location, size and shape of wetlands to be retained within both the BNW and Wallan 

South PSP areas.   

 It also appears likely that Hadfield Road and its associated intersections might be located further north 

into the Wallan South PSP.  It is also likely that a connector street will need to be constructed on the 

south side of the wetlands in order to provide road frontage to the wetlands and a northern access point 

to the indoor recreation and sports reserve. 

 In light of the above I suggest that Amendment C158mith could incorporate an approach similar to that 

proposed for the southern town centre within the PSP, whereby: 

 Plan 3 could identify an area slightly larger than the area currently identified as ‘ecological values’ as 

being the ‘Burrung Buluk concept plan’ area. 

 A new Requirement could be added to the PSP for a concept pan to be approved by the responsible 

authority for the area shown on Plan 3.  The requirement could list the specific design matters (such 

as boundaries, road locations and interfaces) that need to be shown on the concept plan, as well as 

requiring that future permits must be generally in accordance with that plan. 

 Table 1 to the RCZ could identify that from the date of approval of the Burrung Buluk Concept Plan, 

the following zones would apply: 
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 Land shown as ecological values – Rural Conservation Zone 

 All other land – General Residential Zone 
 

 Other recommendations (Recommendations 2 to 16) 
 

 Recommendations 2 to 16 of the Amendment C106 Panel Report are listed under the topic headings of 

rural conservation zone, affordable housing, bushfire and biodiversity. 

 I have considered and found these recommendations to have been satisfactorily implemented in the 

revised BNW PSP and associated ordinances and policy instruments, and my views can be found in 

Appendix 5.  

 However, I was unable to verify whether the revised drafting of the PSP addresses Recommendation 6 

because I was not able to obtain a copy of the document referred to in the recommendations within the 

timeframes available to complete my statement of evidence.  I would therefore suggest that the VPA 

confirm to the Advisory Committee whether and how this recommendation has been actioned. 
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 Other matters raised in the YVW submission related to the above 
recommendations.  

 The YVW submission requests that consideration be given to an alternative Future Urban Structure (FUS) 

to address some of the implications arising from the PSP explicitly providing for resource extraction from 

land within WA1473. 

 The YVW alternative FUS proposes the following changes: 

• To reorient the northern active open space to an east-west configuration to provide a more 

sympathetic  buffer to Burrunk Buluk and reduce the number of houses located directly on arterial 

roads. 

• To relocate the government primary school and Community Centre C1-01 so that they are entirely 

within the proposed quarry sensitive use buffer – based on evidence that most of these facilities will 

not be required until after 2046 and after the quarry ceases its operations. 

 I agree with the VW proposition that the proposed reorientation of the northern active open space will 

provide a more sympathetic  buffer to Burrunk Buluk and reduce the number of houses located directly 

on arterial roads. 

 I note that the YVW alternative FUS will place all of the above facilities within the Quarry Amenity Buffer 

and part of the proposed active open space within the Quarry Blast Buffer shown in the draft 

Incorporated Document. 

 I support the YVW alternative FUS on town planning grounds, and I address the potential implications of 

the Quarry Buffers on the timing of delivery of these facilities, further below in this statement. 

 The exhibited FUS locates the school and community centre circa 500m and the proposed town centre 

circa 250 to the west of the proposed main PPTN corridor for the PSP area.   

 The VPA propose to relocate the PPTN corridor circa 200m east of the location shown in the exhibited 

FUS, so that this arterial road can be constructed on land that is not constrained by the proposed Quarry 

Blast Buffer over the life of any future quarry.  The effect of this change is that the proposed school and 

community centre, and town centre will be located circa 300m and 50m (respectively) from the 

realigned PPTN route.   

 Locating the town centre further east so that it is on the intersection with the PPTN will strengthen its 

relationship with the proposed future public transport network.  This is consistent with the land use and 

transport principles contained within the Growth Corridor Plan which states that Precinct Structure 

Plans will locate town centres on connector road intersections with secondary arterials wherever 

possible (refer figure 4).43 

 Similarly, locating the proposed school and community centre closer to (but not necessarily on) the 

arterial road will improve the accessibility of these community facilities for the wider catchment across 

the BW PSP. 

 In relation to the potential impact of quarry buffers on the FUS, I do not consider that the prospect of a 

quarry being located within the WA1473 land for a limited period of time should cause there to be any 

 
43 Growth Corridor Plan (2012), page 19  
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significant departures from what would otherwise be regarded as the best planning outcome for the 

future residential community. 

 I also do not consider that locating these facilities within the Quarry Buffers will constrain or delay their 

delivery in any practical sense, for the reasons set out below.   

 I have noted earlier in my evidence that I consider that in the absence of the quarry buffer constraint 

these facilities would most likely be delivered in a staged manner over the coming 15-25 years (ie to 

2047).   

 

Figure 4 - extract from the Growth Corridor Pans illustrating the preferred relationship between town 

centre locations and the PPTN. 

 I have also expressed the view that quarry activities should be phased so that a significant proportion of 

land within 500m of WA1473 can be developed for sensitive land uses, and that alternatively the 

expiration date for the quarry should be set at 2047 so as to minimise the period in which urban 

development might need to be ‘held back’ on land within 500m of WA1473. 

 If either of the above recommendations are adopted, then the quarry and its associated buffers will not 

present any constraint on the timing of delivering these uses in the locations proposed in the YVW 

alternative FUS. Importantly, the nearby residential catchments that are needed to support the delivery 

of these facilities will be able to be developed in this location over this time period, which would not be 

possible if the quarry buffers were retained for a full 30 years. 

 If the quarry buffers are retained to 2052, then it is highly likely that the residential catchment needed 

to justify the creation of these facilities will also not be sufficiently established in this location to support 

their delivery. The timing of the delivery of both the additional housing and the abovementioned 

community facilities would potentially be delayed until some-time after 2052.   

 Whilst I do not consider this to be a desirable outcome, the identification of the town centre, school, 

community centre and active open space facilities within the Quarry Buffer within the FUS will not be 

the factor that causes the delay in their delivery.   
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 Is draft Planning Scheme Amendment C161mith (Amendment C161) for the 
supplementary levy Infrastructure Contributions Plan (ICP) acceptable ? 

 Amendment C161mith proposes to introduce a standard and a supplementary levy over development 

within the BNW PSP area.   

 The VPA Part A submission notes that the supplementary levy is required to fund additional 

infrastructure costs associated with the presence of sodic and dispersive soils. 

 My opinion in relation to the key ICP issues raised in submissions is set out below. 

 Excising the Quarry. 
 The BNW PSP and associated infrastructure has been prepared on the basis that all developable land 

(including land within WA1473) will be developed for urban purposes.  

 The incorporated document proposed under Amendment C158mith includes a statutory mechanism to 

facilitate the cessation and rehabilitation of the quarry by 2052.  The BNW PSP has also been prepared 

on the assumption that quarrying activities (including remediation) will cease by 2052, and that this land 

will be developed for housing after this period. 

 I acknowledge that infrastructure contributions may not be collected from either WA1473 or land within 

the buffers associated with any quarrying activities until the ‘outer years’ of the development process 

within the BNW PSP area. 

 It is also the case that at least some of the infrastructure identified in the BNW PSP and ICP will not be 

required until the ‘outer years’ of the development process within the BNW PSP area, on the basis that 

the land within both the WA1473 land and the land immediately adjoining might not be developed for 

many years. 

 I acknowledge that the inclusion of both the WA1473 land and land within the buffers associated with 

any quarrying activities might result in a delay in the collection of funds  to finance infrastructure within 

the PSP.  I agree with the VPA that this risk further underscores the importance of making quarrying 

activities within WA1473 time-limited. 

 I also agree with the VPA that in the longer term urban development within WA 1473 and land within 

the buffers associated with any quarrying activities will generate a need for infrastructure, and will 

benefit from the provision of infrastructure proposed to be delivered on nearby land. 

 I therefore consider that it is appropriate for the land within WA 1473 the buffers associated with any 

quarrying activities should be included within the ICP. 

 Timeframe (20 years) 
 I note that the VPA proposed to extend the ICP timeframe to 30 years in response to submissions.   

 I support an extension to the ICP timeframe although I note that the development of land (and the 

collection of ICP funds) within WA1473 is likely to occur outside of this timeframe (depending on what if 

any time limit is imposed on quarrying activities within this land). 

 I consider that the ICP timeframe should be at least 30 years, depending on the outcomes of any 

decisions relating to limiting the life-span of quarrying activities within the WA1473 land. 
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 I also consider that the infrastructure timing set out in the PIP should be revised to reflect the outcomes 

of any decisions relating to limiting the life-span of quarrying activities within the WA1473 land. 

 Supplementary vs standard levy 
 I understand that the supplementary levy is proposed in order to fund additional infrastructure costs 

associated with the presence of sodic and dispersive soils.  I also note that the VPA proposes to expand 

on the rationale for allocating projects to the supplementary. 

 The impact of sodic and dispersive soils on infrastructure costs is a matter outside of my expertise. 

 However, I have reviewed the proposed explanation set out in the Part A submission and I note that it is 

a relatively generic explanation.  I do not consider that it provides an adequate explanation of the 

rationale for the proposed supplementary levy. 

 I note that the YVW submissions queries the rationale for various specific infrastructure projects within 

the PIP being funded via the supplementary levy (for example, BR-03, IN-04, IN-05, IN-08, IN-09).  This 

does not appear to have been addressed in the VPA submission. 

 The relevant Ministerial Guidelines on ICPs state that a infrastructure project can be funded via a 

supplementary levy in circumstances where the estimated cost of the supplementary levy items that is 

unable to be funded from the standard levy will be equal to, or exceed, 10% of the total amount that will 

be collected from the transport construction component of a standard levy. 

 I am not qualified to comment on the design and costing of transport projects within the PIP or ICP but I 

consider that a clearer justification for the proposed supplementary levy should be provided within the 

ICP.   

 Interim (non-residential) classes of development. 
 The VPA response to submissions notes that following the cessation of any quarry use, the land within 

WA1473 and any buffers associated with a quarry will be developed as a residential land use and that 

the residential land use rate as indicated in the ICP will apply to that development. 

 However, unless specific exemptions for development associated with ‘temporary’ land uses are 

included within the ICPO Schedule then these types of development will trigger ICP payment obligations. 

 I understand that it is not the intention that either the quarrying activity or any temporary 

developments on land within buffers associated with any quarry trigger ICP payments.  If this is the case, 

then it will be necessary to list the relevant types of exempt development within the ICP Schedule. 

 Inclusion of east-west connector between IN-07 and IN010. 
 The potential retention of the Burrung Buluk in both the BNW and Wallan South PSP areas is likely to 

give rise to Hadfield Road being delivered further north, within the Wallan South PSP. 

 I understand that the exact alignment of Hadfield Road is yet to be resolved, moving this road link 

further north has the effect to spacing out the east west connector streets to a distance of circa 1.2km 

or more.   

 I note that the VPA proposes that the intersections associated with this road link (in-08 and In-09) be 

equally funded by development within the BNW and Wallan South PSPs. 
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 I consider that the movement of this road further north precipitates a need to review the proposed road 

network within the northern part of the BNW PSP in order to ensure that the desired neighbourhood 

street network objectives are met. 

 The Growth Corridor Plans, PSP Guidelines and the Residential Subdivision Provisions (Clause 56) call for 

the creation of road networks that feature arterial roads at intervals of approximately 1.6 kilometres 

connector streets approximately halfway between arterial roads. 

 The proposed east-west arterial road network in the BNW PSP area is likely to be spaced circa 4km apart 

which is substantially greater than the abovementioned 1.6km road network spacing.  The BNW PSP 

therefore relies heavily on east west connector streets to provide the desired transport connectivity.   

 Moving the Hadfield road alignment further north will result in a network spacing between connector 

roads in the northern part of the PSP area by a distance of greater than 1km (and possibly as much as 

1.6km, depending on decisions made in relation to Burrung Buluk within the Wallan South PSP). 

 I consider that from a town planning perspective there is merit in creating a connector road link 

between Burrung Buluk and the proposed active open space reserve.   

 I consider that from a town planning perspective there is a prima facie merit substituting the ICP 

contributions towards IN-08 and IN-09 with new ICP projects to facilitate east-west connections along a 

new connector road between Burrung Buluk and the Active Sports reserves. 

 I defer to the expertise of others regarding matters such as transport network modelling, road and 

intersection design.  
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 Should a permit be granted to use and develop the subject land for stone 
extraction and the creation of access to a road in a Road Zone Category 1 at 
the Conundrum Quarry Land under WA1473, having regard to the Mitchell 
Planning Scheme (as modified by the planning controls proposed by 
Amendment C158mith)?  

 In turning my mind to whether a permit should be granted to use and develop the Conundrum Land for 

stone extraction and the creation of access to a road in a Transport Zone 2 under WA1473, I have had 

regard to the following: 

• The Work Plan  

• The updated planning provisions contained within Amendment C158mith (including the PSP, the 

Specific Controls Overlay and Incorporated Document) 

• Clause 52.09 (Extractive Industries and EIIAs) 

• Clause 52.29 (Land adjacent to the Principal Road Network) 

• Clause 65.01 (Approval of an application or a plan) 

10.3.1 The Work Plan. 
 Planning Practice Note 89 (PPN89) provides guidance on the current extractive industry approvals 

process.  It summarises the requirements of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 

(MRSD Act) and the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (PE Act), and the interactions between the 

approvals processes under each Act (refer Appendix 6).  

 PPN89 states describes a 3 stage process for approval of extractive industries, as follows: 

• Stage 1 – Statutory Endorsement of Work Plan 

• Stage 2 – Planning Permit 

• Stage 3 – Work Authority 

 PPN89 states that in most cases, a work plan must be statutorily endorsed under the MRSD Act before 

any application can be lodged with the responsible authority for a planning permit.  

 Clause 52.09 of the Mitchell Planning Scheme states the following in relation to the requirement to 

submit an approved work plan that has received statutory endorsement under the MRSD Act: 

“An application to use and develop land for extractive industry must be accompanied by: 

A copy of a work plan or a variation to an approved work plan that has received statutory 

endorsement under section 77TD of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990. 

The written notice of statutory endorsement under section 77TD(1) of the Mineral Resources 

(Sustainable Development) Act 1990. 

Any conditions specified under section 77TD(3) of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) 

Act 1990. “ 

 I am aware that a work plan was approved for an extractive industry on land within WA1473 in 2015. 
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 The planning permit application for the proposed extractive industry on land within WA1473 is 

accompanied by a Work Plan Application dated September 2019 (the 2019 Work Plan).   

 The document submitted with the permit application contains tracked changes from what I understand 

is the original approved work plan (the 2015 work plan).   

 I understand that the 2019 Work Plan is yet to receive statutory endorsement under section 77TD of the 

Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990. 

 If this is the case then I presume that the only relevant work plan pursuant to the requirements of clause 

52.09 is the 2015 Work Plan.   

 I note that the scope of the planning permit application generally (but not fully) reflects the content of 

the 2019 Work Plan Application rather than the statutorily endorsed 2015 Work Plan. 

 There are a number of significant differences between the 2015 and 2019 plans, including the following: 

Resource life: 

• The 2015 plan estimated that the life of the quarry would be 40 years. 

• The 2019 plan states that the resource life will be contained to 30 years from commencement 

of the Work Authority. 

Resource Phasing: 

• The 2015 plan envisages extraction of up to 700,000 tonnes  from year 21+ whereas the 2019 

plan proposes this extraction rate only up to year 30, which is described as being the contained 

resource life under the Work Authority. 

• There are a number of differences between the phasing plans contained in each plan 

Phased extraction  boundaries and buffers: 

• The 2015 plan does not include any phased extraction boundaries and buffers. 

• The 2019 plan includes a proposed phased extraction boundaries and buffers (refer to Appendix 

3 of this statement for an extract of the BCA Plan NS 1879). 

• The phasing proposed in the 2019 plan results in the contraction of the extraction limit 500m 

buffer to the north and east by the commencement of Phase 3 (year 18) 

Processing plant: 

• The 2015 proposal included two processing plants over the life of the Work Authority, each in a 

different location. 

• The 2019 proposal includes a single processing plans in a central part of the site over the life of 

the quarry. 
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Site Access: 

• The 2015 plan included site access via a connection to the Northern Highway at the Hadfield 

Road reservation. 

• The 2019 plan proposes site access via a connection to the Northern Highway in a location 

north of the Hadfield Road reservation. 

Rehabilitation: 

• The 2015 plan provided for the progressive rehabilitation of the site, based on site levels shown 

in Figure 6 of that plan (with the quarry floor having an RL of 279m. 

• The 2019 plan proposed the progressive rehabilitation of the site, based on a different 

extraction footprint and site levels shown in Figure 6 of that plan (with the quarry floor having 

an RL of 293m.   

• The 2019 plan contains the following statement regarding the end use land form: 

“The end use landform will work with the recommendations of the Beveridge North Werst 

Future Urban Structure Plan and may include green edge, residential and community and/or 

sporting facilities.” 

Quarry extraction Limits: 

• The 2015 plan provided for a quarry extraction boundary set circa 45m from the eastern WA 

boundary and 82m from the southern WA boundary. 

• The 2019 plan proposes a quarry extraction boundary set circa 43m from the eastern WA 

boundary and 100m from the southern WA boundary  

 The differences between the statutory endorsed work plan and the work plan application that 

accompanies the planning permit application are significant.   

 PPN89 explains that the purpose of the Work Plan is to: 

 describe the nature and scale of the proposed extractive industry activities 

 identify and assess risks the extractive industry activities may pose to the environment, to the 

public, or to nearby land, property or infrastructure (known as ‘quarrying hazard’) 

 include a risk management plan that specifies the measures the proponent will use to eliminate or 

minimise identified risks and monitor performance  

 include a rehabilitation plan that addresses the end use of the proposed quarry site and include 

proposals for rehabilitation, landscaping and revegetation 

 The rationale for requiring a statutory endorsed Work Plan to be submitted with a permit application 

pursuant to clause 52.09 is to ensure that town planning applications contain a the minimum acceptable 

level of information about the proposal and to also ensure that there has been a ‘first pass’ assessment 

of the extractive industry proposal by the earth resources regulator (ERR) so that such proposals address 

a minimum set of siting and operational matters before a planning permit is lodged. 
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 The endorsement of the work plan by the ERR enables that regulator to ensure that the work plan 

satisfactorily addresses operational matters such as: 

 topsoil management 

 landform design 

 noise 

 dust control 

 blasting (ground vibration) 

 control of noxious weeds, pest animals and plant 

 disease (invasive species) 

 drainage and erosion control 

 water storage and discharge control 

 groundwater 

 fire and hazardous materials management 

 progressive rehabilitation 
 

 My assessment of the planning permit application has had regard to the 2019 Work Plan Application on 

the basis that it is referred to in the Permit Application material and it contains information that is 

critical to understanding what is proposed.   

 The availability of a statutory endorsed work plan as part of a planning permit application is an 

important means of determining that the extractive regulator has 'run their ruler' over the proposal, 

assessed it against the necessary operational standards expected of a contemporary quarry, and 

identified any conditions that might need to be applied to the work authority.   Limited weight can be 

given to a Work Authority Application in the assessment of a permit application if it has not been 

assessed and endorsed by the extractive industry regulator. 

 I consider the absence of a statutory endorsed work plan that reflects what is proposed within the 

permit application to be a fundamental problem in the assessment of the proposal against the 

requirements of the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

 The absence of a statutory endorsed work plan that reflects the permit application is problematic 

because the potential impacts of each plan on the future urban development of adjoining land differ 

significantly in a number of critical ways, including the expected quarry lifespan, the extent to which the 

quarry phasing and processing plant activities might constrain the development of adjoining land. 

 I consider that the differences between the statutory endorsed work plan and the permit application are 

so significant that that they cannot be said to be the same proposal.   

 I do not consider that the permit application can be said to satisfy the application requirements 

contained in Clause 52.09-2. 

 I also note that the permit application has not been updated to address the requirements of the 

proposed SCO and Incorporated document.  There are a number of significant differences between the 

permit application and what is contemplated under the SCO and Incorporated Document44.   

 I have nonetheless undertaken and assessment of the permit application against these proposed 

controls, as this is a key element of what the Terms of Reference for this Advisory Committee require. 

 
44 I have taken into account the VPA Part A submission amended SCO2 Incorporated Document. 
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10.3.2 Relevant Planning Provisions. 
 Under the planning controls proposed in Amendment C158mith, the relevant provisions for the 

assessment of an extractive industry and creation of access to a road in a Transport Zone 2 are as 

follows:  

 Planning control Additional control 

Zoning Urban Growth Zone schedule 3 Applied zones:  

• Rural Conservation 
Zone 

• General Residential 
Zone  

Overlays Specific Controls Overlay schedule SCO2 Incorporated Document 

Particular Provisions • Clause 52.08 

• Clause 52.09  

• Clause 52.29 

• Clause 65.01 

 

 

 The use and development of land for extractive industry is ordinarily prohibited under the applied 

residential zone of the Urban Growth Zone. However, a permit may be granted under the Specific 

Controls Overlay applying to the site, and given effect by the SCO2 Incorporated Document.  

10.3.3 Assessment of the permit application against the application requirements, 
decision guidelines and conditions in the current/proposed planning controls. 

 The SCO2 Incorporated Document contained within Amendment C158mith specifies a series of 

application requirements, decision guidelines and conditions for the extractive industry site (WA1473), 

in addition to those contained in Clause 52.09 of the Mitchell Planning Scheme.  

 My views in relation to the degree to which the permit application satisfies these application 

requirements, decision guidelines and conditions is set out below. 

10.3.4 Application Requirements – Clause 52.09 and Incorporated Document. 
 I consider that the application has failed to satisfy the following application requirements of Clause 

52.09: 

 A copy of a work plan or a variation to an approved work plan that has received statutory 

endorsement under section 77TD of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990, and 

the written notice of statutory endorsement under section 77TD(1) of the Mineral Resources 

(Sustainable Development) Act 1990. 

The application is not accompanied by a statutory endorsed work plan that reflects what is proposed in 

the permit proposal.  I have addressed this in the preceding chapter of my evidence. 

 I consider that the application has failed to satisfy the following application requirements of the SCO2 

Incorporated Document: 

• A written process statement including: 
o Staging; 
o Processing; 
o Blasting; and 

o Location of plant and equipment. 
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The application does not contain an enforceable commitment to timeframes of phasing, or 

sufficiently detailed information related to processing and blasting.  

 

• Phasing plan that demonstrates blasting will not occur within 200 metres of the Eastern Arterial 

(RD-04) in the Beveridge North West Precinct Structure Plan after xx (Date TBC)45 

 

The application does not contain this information.  However, I acknowledge that the proposed 

location and date of delivery of this road is yet to be set and so further information  will need to 

be submitted once this occurs. 

 

• Staged rehabilitation plan that includes (but is not limited to): 

o Stages of rehabilitation; 

o Rehabilitation of land to the end use identified in the Beveridge North West PSP; 

o Proposed end contours of the rehabilitated site; and 

o Any reductions in the buffers over the duration of the use. 

 

The application does not contain information which provides reasonable assurance that the 
Rehabilitation Plan will enable the rehabilitation of land in a form which is suitable to the end 
use identified in the BNW PSP.   
 

• Sodic and dispersive soils management plan prepared by a suitably qualified professional, that 

includes: 

 

o i) The existing site conditions, including: 

▪ Extent of sodic and dispersive soils based on topsoil and subsoil samples in the 

works area. 

▪ Land gradient. 

▪ Erosion risk mapping. 

▪ The extent of any existing erosion, landslip or other land degradation. 

o ii) Soils investigation, undertaken by a soil scientist; 

o iii) The extent of proposed earthworks; 

o iv) Recommendations for soil management practices (including fill) with consideration 

of anticipated sodic and dispersive soil exposure; 

o v) The management of drainage during all stages of development (including runoff); 

o vi) The staging of development; 

o vii) Any training and supervisions processes proposed for construction contractors to 

ensure compliance with the sodic and dispersive soils management plan; 

o viii) Proposed document monitoring and reporting processes that ensure works are 

undertaken in accordance with the sodic and dispersive soils management plan; 

o ix) Any treatment of soil proposed to stored on site or removed from the site; 

o x) Any post-construction monitoring and/or management requirements; and  

o xi) Recommendations that inform a site management plan including: 

▪ The management, volume and location of any stockpiles. 

▪ Vehicle access and movement within the site area. 

▪ Any treatment to manage the soil while works are undertaken. 

 
45 New information requirement in VPA Part A submission amended SCO2 Incorporated Document 
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▪ Treatments to rehabilitate areas that are disturbed during site works. 

▪ Any soil treatment to manage the soil to reduce risk to existing or current 

infrastructure and dwellings. 

 

A Sodic and Dispersive Soil Management Plan has not been supplied with the permit 

application.  

 

• Kangaroo Management Plan which includes:46 

o i) Strategies that will be implemented to avoid land locking kangaroos, including 

staging of subdivision; 

o ii) Strategies, management actions and contingency planning that will be implemented 

to minimise animal welfare and human safety risks; 

o iii) How implementation of the Kangaroo Management Plan will be monitored. 

 
A Kangaroo Management Plan has not been supplied with the permit application. 

 

10.3.5 Decision Guidelines – Incorporated Document. 
 

 My assessment of the proposal against the decision guidelines of Incorporated Document is as follows: 

The timeframe and staging for Extractive Industry including, the time allowed for any blasting, processing and 

rehabilitation. 

 The permit applicant’s Planning Report outlines an overall timeframe for quarrying activity in Phases 1 to 

4 (referencing the information contained at section 5.3 of the 2019 Work Plan Application). 

 Section 7.4 of the 2019 Work Plan Application provides a general description of the quarrying activities 

that are expected to occur at each Phase (including rehabilitation).   

 The 2019 Work Plan Application makes provision for a processing plant in WA1473 that I understand is 

intended to be fixed in this location for the life of the quarry. 

 However, neither the permit application nor the 2019 Work Plan Application set out specific timelines 

for blasting activities.  It is unclear whether blasting occurs throughout all stages including rehabilitation 

and therefore what offsite amenity impacts related to blasting, noise, vibration and dust may be 

expected to occur and the required buffer distances.  

 For the above reasons, I consider that the permit application has failed to adequately satisfy this 

decision guideline. 

Whether the extractive industry is staged to progressively allow development on surrounding land47. 

 The permit applicant’s Planning Report and the accompanying 2019 Work Plan Application identify a 

phased extraction boundary and buffers (refer Figure 10 from the 2019 Plan).   

 
46Modified information requirement in VPA Part A submission amended SCO2 Incorporated Document 
47 New decision guideline in the VPA Part A submission amended SCO2 Incorporated Document 
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 Under this phased extraction proposal, the 500m quarry buffer would retreat north and east at Phases 3 

and 4 of the quarry life, so that a significant amount (but not all) of the adjoining land excluded from the 

500m buffer to the Phase 4 extraction edge. 

 The limited information that has been supplied by the permit applicant in the Planning Report indicates 

that Phase 2 of the extractive industry would be in operation until at least year 17 of the quarry 

operations. The blast buffer and sensitive uses buffer associated with Phase 2 is shown to retreat slightly 

from Phase 1 but the majority of the buffer area still encumbers the Hazelwynde land.  

 The 2019 Work Plan Application states that Phases 3 and 4 will jointly occur over years 18-30.   

 I have stated elsewhere in my evidence that it is likely that urban development will be within 500 metres 

of the WA1473 land within a 15 year period, and that an enforceable quarry staging plan should be put 

in place which provides for a significant portion of the land within 500m of WA1473 to be developed 

after a 15 year period of quarry operations. 

 The Planning Report and 2019 Work Plan Application present a scenario that is close to the staging plan I 

have recommended.  However, I consider that there are some significant questions regarding whether 

this staging plan can be enforced under the planning scheme. 

 The 2019 Work Plan Application is not a statutorily endorsed plan, and in any event section 5.3 of the 

plan clearly states that actual production will be dictated by market demands.  The draft plan does not 

require extraction to cease within the time period set out within it.   

 Given the importance of staging quarrying activities to progressively allow development on surrounding 

land, I consider it to be critical that staging plan be put in place that is binding and enforceable. 

 A condition could be placed on any planning permit requiring extraction to cease in the relevant stages 

described in the 2019 Work Plan Application.  However, it is open to the applicant to apply to remove or 

vary such a condition in the future.   

 Given the important nexus between quarry staging and the progressive development on surrounding 

land, I consider that an any staging plan form part of any future quarry approvals for the site, and this 

plan be made enforceable via a Section 173 Agreement.  

 The potential implication of establishing large hard rock processing plant on the ability for development 

on surrounding land to progressively occur also requires consideration.   

 The EPA IRAE guideline notes that where such processing facilities are associated with hard rock blasting 

quarries then a 500m buffer should be maintained around such activities. The permit application does 

not address the implications of the proposed processing plant on the ability for development on 

surrounding land to progressively occur.   

 For the above reasons, I consider that the permit application has failed to adequately satisfy this 

decision guideline. 

 I also note that the Planning Report that accompanies the permit application contains what its authors 

consider to be the expected development pattern on the urban land surrounding the subject site.  This 

assessment overlays the phased extraction buffers shown in the 2019 Work Plan Application and it 

outlines how its authors expect that the phasing of quarrying activities proposed under the revised work 

plan will progressively allow development on surrounding land over a 30 year period.   
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  The Planning Report concludes that “the baseline 500m buffer from the quarry is not anticipated to be 

encroached until Phase 4 when a small amount of land to the north is impacted.”48 

 I do not agree with the expected development patterns set out in the Planning Report, for the reasons 

set out in my statement of evidence to the Am C106 Panel hearings.   

Whether the rehabilitation proposes ground level contours that facilitate residential subdivision that can 

reasonably transition into the surrounding area.49 

 The Planning permit application does not clearly resolve how the rehabilitation proposes ground level 

contours will facilitate residential subdivision that transitions into the surrounding area. 

 The proposed rehabilitation plan contained within the 2019 Work Plan Application indicates a finished 

ground level contour of RL 293.5 to RL294.  

 The Planning Report indicates that an “engineered fill” level of RL 313 will be realised, which is close to 

the natural ground contours prior to the extractive activity. This is almost 20 metres higher than the 

finished ground level contemplated within the proposed rehabilitation plan. 

 I note that the 2019 Work Plan Application contains a statement that that the end use landform will 

work with the recommendations of the BNW PSP.  However, this is a very general commitment I would 

expect that the rehabilitation plan that accompanies both the draft work plan and permit application 

would demonstrate how this integration of site levels would be achieved. 

 I consider that the permit application has failed to satisfy the above decision guideline. 

Whether the phasing plan demonstrates blasting will not occur within 200 metres of the Eastern Arterial (RD-

04) in the Beveridge North West Precinct Structure Plan after xx (Date TBC).50 

 I note that the exact revised location of the Eastern Arterial (RD-04) and the potential timing of such 

construction has not been determined yet, and therefore it is difficult to assess the compliance of the 

application against this decision guideline. 

 The ability to deliver this road as early as possible within the next 30 years is an important outcome for 

both the BNW PSP and the wider area.  It is therefore important that the phasing plan proposed under 

the planning permit enable this outcome to be achieved. 

 The phasing plan that accompanies 2019 Work Plan Application identifies that: 

 the 500m buffer associated with Phase 1 will extend 500m to the west of the WA1473.  The 2019 

Work Plan Application assumes that quarrying will occur in Phase 1 for 17 years. 

 the 500m buffer associated with Phase 3 will extend circa 300m to the west of the WA1473.  The 

2019 Work Plan Application assumes that quarrying will occur in Phase 3 for the full 30 year period. 

 
48 Tract report, page 38 
49 New decision guideline in the VPA Part A submission amended SCO2 Incorporated Document 
50 New decision guideline in the VPA Part A submission amended SCO2 Incorporated Document 
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 It remains necessary to verify whether or not any blast buffer requirements associated with Phases 1 

and (in particular) Phase 3 will prevent the delivery of the Eastern Arterial Road within the preferred 

location and timeframe. 

 The permit application has failed to satisfy this decision guideline, although I acknowledge that there has 

been insufficient clarity in relation to the preferred location and timing of the Eastern Arterial Road to 

enable this to be determined to date. 

Whether the phasing plan will allow for the construction of the Eastern Arterial (RD- 04) in the Beveridge 

North West Precinct Structure Plan to commence by xx (Date TBC).51 

 I refer to my comments above in paragraph 364 to 368 in relation to this decision guideline.  

10.3.6 Decision Guidelines - Clause 52.09. 
 

 My assessment of the proposal against the decision guidelines of Incorporated Document is as follows: 

The effect of the proposed extractive industry on any native flora and fauna on and near the land. 

 I understand that the undertaking quarrying activity on WA1473 is subject to the requirements of the 

Part 10 approval granted for the Melbourne Strategic Assessment Program under the EPBC Act 1999. 

 Accordingly, I expect  that any future approvals granted for a quarry on this site will be subject to the 

habitat compensation obligations under this Agreement. 

 I also note the following:  

 the one scattered tree on the site is to be retained, and  

 the original statutory endorsed work plan contained  a condition that the habitat compensation 

obligations under the Melbourne Strategic Assessment program must be met prior to the 

commencement of works (I have assumed that the same condition would be applied to any future 

statutory endorsed work plan). 

The impact of the proposed extractive industry on sites of cultural and historic significance, including any 

effects on Aboriginal places. 

 I understand that the north-west portion of the land on which WA1473 is located is identified as being of 

potential cultural heritage sensitivity and this area has been excluded from the WA boundary and any 

extraction areas. 

 I further understand that the remaining land included within WA1473 is not within an area of mapped 

cultural heritage sensitivity and that no mandatory Cultural Heritage Management Plan is need to 

undertake quarrying activity in that area. 

 I also note that Condition 2 of the existing WA1473 regulates potential future impacts on archaeological 

heritage this matter as follows: 

 
51 New decision guideline in the VPA Part A submission amended SCO2 Incorporated Document 
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2. If, at any time, historical archeological remains are uncovered all works must cease and the 

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (‘DELWP’) must be contacted immediately. 

Works may not recommence until permission is given by DELWP. 

 I would expect that a similar condition would be imposed on any planning permit or revised Work 

Authority approval. 

The effect of the proposed extractive industry on the natural and cultural landscape of the surrounding land 

and the locality generally. 

 The proposed extractive industry will have an adverse impact on the surrounding natural landscape in 

that it will result in the existing levels on the lower slopes of the nearby Spring Hill being reduced from 

RL315-325 to RL293. 

 The BNW PSP anticipates that a significant portion of the WA1473 land will ultimately be redeveloped 

for housing, and that a large area will be set aside to create a landscape connection between Spring Hill 

and the elevated landscape areas further to the west. 

 The permit application and associated 2019 Work Plan Application broadly provide for the rehabilitation 

of the site, although as I have noted earlier it is not clear whether the site will be filled to circa RL313 or 

rehabilitated as a ‘basin’ at RL293.  

 I consider that the permit application should contain further information on the intended rehabilitation 

framework for the site, and a clearer description of how the rehabilitated site will integrate with both 

the urban development and landscape features that are contemplated for the site under the BNW PSP. 

 For the above reasons, I consider that the permit application has failed to full demonstrate how above 

decision guideline will be satisfied. 

The ability of the proposed extractive industry to contain any emissions within the boundaries of the land in 

accordance with relevant legislation. 

 I have mentioned previously in my evidence that the permit application seeks to rely on adjoining land 

to provide the separation distances required under State Policy and the EPA guidelines, notwithstanding 

the state policy expectation that such buffer areas are to be owned or controlled by the quarry 

proponent.  

 I also note previously in my evidence that the reliance on an external buffer on land that is not owned or 

controlled by the quarry operator is problematic due to the potential impact on the orderly 

development of new communities within the BNW PSP area over time. 

 I do not consider that the permit application has sufficiently demonstrated how the proposed design and 

staging of the extractive industry will ensure that any emissions from the site are contained within its 

boundary to the fullest extent possible.  I have set out my reasons for forming this view elsewhere in this 

statement. 

The effect of vehicular traffic, noise, blasting, dust and vibration on the amenity of the surrounding area. 

 I defer to the technical experts in the areas of traffic, noise, air quality and blasting on the amenity of the 

surrounding area. 
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The ability to rehabilitate the affected land to a form or for a use which is compatible with the natural 

systems or visual appearance of the surrounding area. 

 I have noted above that it is not clear from the permit application and associated 2019 Work Plan 

Application whether the site will be filled to circa RL313 or rehabilitated as a ‘basin’ at RL293.  

 I consider that the permit application should contain further information on the intended rehabilitation 

framework for the site, and a clearer description of how the rehabilitated site will integrate with both 

the urban development and landscape features that are contemplated for the site under the BNW PSP. 

 For the above reasons, I consider that the permit application has failed to full demonstrate how above 

decision guideline will be satisfied. 

The ability to rehabilitate the land so it can be used for a purpose or purposes beneficial to the community. 

 Refer to the above comments. I am not satisfied that the permit application has demonstrated the 

ability to rehabilitate the land for this purpose.  

The effect of the proposed extractive industry on groundwater quality and the impact on any affected water 

uses. 

 I am not qualified to comment on this aspect of the proposal. 

The impact of the proposed extractive industry on surface drainage and surface water quality. 

 I am not qualified to comment on this aspect of the proposal. 

Any proposed provisions, conditions or requirements in a work plan that has received statutory endorsement 

under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990. 

 The provisions, conditions and requirements under the 2015 statutory endorsed work plan relate to an 

earlier proposal which is significantly different to the proposal that forms part of the current permit 

application. 

 Given that Clause 52.09 requires permit applications to be accompanied by a statutory endorsed work 

plan, and that the relevant endorsed work plan is for a quarry proposal which is significantly different to 

the one that is the subject of the current permit application, I do not consider that the permit 

application has appropriately satisfied this decision guidelines. 
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10.3.7 Assessment against the decision guidelines of Clause 52.29. 
 Clause 52.29 is relevant to the proposal because the permit application includes the creation of access to 

the Northern Highway for the quarry proposal. 

 I have considered the decision guidelines of Clause 52.29 and find the following:  

The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework. 

 I accept that the proposed creation of access to a road in a Transport Zone 2 and the construction of a 

signalised intersection are necessary to the safe and efficient operation of a quarry at the subject site.  

 I defer to the relevant road authority and transport experts as to the appropriateness of creating access 

in the location and form proposed. 

 I also note that consideration needs to be given to how the proposed quarry access will integrate with 

the future urban development of land within the Wallan South PSP area. Whilst the preparation of this 

precinct plan is at an early stage, consideration should be given to whether or not the proposal to cross 

the Hadfield Road reservation and enter the northern highway in a location circa 100m north of its 

intersection with the Northern Highway would in any way prevent the orderly urban development of 

that area over the life span of quarrying operations. 

The views of the relevant road authority. 

 I note that the Department of Transport did not object to the proposed access point and associated 

traffic mitigation measures in the permit application, but have nonetheless submitted a revised 

Statement of Grounds to the VCAT Application.  

The effect of the proposal on the operation of the road and on public safety. 

 I consider that further information is required to assess the effect of the proposal on the operation of 

the road and on public safety. I consider that this assessment should take account of both the present 

conditions as well as future scenarios where urban development is undertaken in Wallan South over the 

proposed life of the quarry. 

Any policy made by the relevant road authority pursuant to schedule 2, clause 3 of the Road Management Act 

2004 regarding access between a controlled access road and adjacent land. 

 I am not aware of such a policy being made by the relevant road authority and will defer to the 

Department of Transport and relevant technical experts on this matter.  

10.3.8 Clause 65.01 (Approval of an application or a plan). 
 I have undertaken an assessment of the permit application against the decision guidelines contained in 

Clause 65.01 (refer to Appendix 7). 

 In summary, whilst the permit application can satisfy many of the decision guidelines contained in 

Clause 65.01, I consider that the permit application fails to satisfy the application requirements and 

decision guidelines contained in Clause 52.09 and the (proposed) incorporated document.  These are 

very important statutory instruments for giving effect to both the objectives of planning in Victoria and 

the achievement of State Planning Policy regarding extractive industries, the management of separation 

distances and the orderly development of urban areas. 
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 What permit conditions should be applied to that permit? 

 I have formed the view that the permit should not be granted. 

 However, I have reviewed the ‘without prejudice’ permit conditions’ and in the event that a permit is 

granted then I offer the following comments in relation to these conditions. 

 It follows from my evidence that the permit conditions which should be applied to the planning permit 

are those which achieve the following outcomes:  

• Enforces a timeframe for the proposed extractive industry use to cease and be rehabilitated for the 

ultimate residential and rural conservation use.  

• Enforces a phasing plan that allows the majority of land and infrastructure within the extractive 

industry buffer areas to be developed and not delayed or ‘held back’, or failing that, imposing an 

expiry of the extractive industry land use by 2047. 

• Provide certainty as to the delivery and timing of key infrastructure. 

• Include the permit conditions or matters to be addressed via permit conditions as stipulated in the 

SCO Incorporated Document.  

 In summary, I generally consider that the conditions proposed are reasonable and appropriate to the 

proposal, but I make the following suggestions and recommendations to improve the enforceability of 

any permit which may issue:    

Additional conditions 

a) (Condition of the SCO2 Incorporated Document) Require the endorsement and enforcement of a 

phasing plan which demonstrates that blasting must not occur within 200 metres of the Eastern 

Arterial (RD-04) of the BNW ICP after the specified date, unless with the written consent of the 

Department of Transport.   

b) Require that the phasing plan be amended to demonstrate that the majority of the adjoining land in 

the BNW PSP will be available for development by the year 2037.  

c) Requiring the construction of the signalised intersection at the developer’s cost in consultation with 

the Department of Transport via a Section 173 Agreement.  

d) (Condition of the SCO2 Incorporated Document) Revised Rehabilitation Plan that specifies a timeline 

for rehabilitation which enables the land to be completely rehabilitated by 31 December 2052, to a 

standard that facilitates the end use specified in the BNW PSP and the staging of any rehabilitation, 

inclusive of final grades and finishes, specifying compaction of fill materials to a suitable standard, and 

demonstrate how the rehabilitated site could connect to and integrate with the surrounding 

development52.  

e) (Condition of the SCO2 Incorporated Document) Require the maximum number of staff to be no 

greater than the maximum specified in the permit application.  

f) (Condition of the SCO2 Incorporated Document) Requiring that public road closures must be 

undertaken by, or on behalf of, the permit holder and costs associated with the closure of the public 

road must be borne by the permit holder, and that the road closure must be approved by the relevant 

road authority.  

 
52 I note that the Rehabilitation Plan specified in Condition 1 and enforced through Section 173 Agreement in 
Condition 7 will generally require the plan to achieve the required standard to facilitate the end uses but does 
not stipulate a timeframe.  
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g) (Condition of the SCO2 Incorporated Document) Require that “blasting, other than blasting directly 

associated with rehabilitation, must cease not more than 20 years from the commencement of the 

use”.53 

Improving proposed conditions  

h) Requiring the implementation of the dust management plan specified in Condition 13.  

i) Requiring the implementation of the Traffic Management Plan specified in Condition 16.  

j) Requiring the implementation of the acoustic report specified in Condition 19.  

k) Requiring the implementation of the Rehabilitation Engineering and Construction Plan specified in 

Condition 26 and the Rehabilitation Management Plan specified in Condition 27. 

l) Adding a requirement for the detailed landscape plan in Condition 29 to include consideration for the 

required interim vegetation screens associated with the extractive industry.  

m) Requiring the implementation of the endorsed landscape plan in accordance with the relevant phases 

by amending Condition 30.  

n) Requiring the submission of detailed drainage plans in accordance with the relevant phases in 

Condition 33.  

o) Amending Condition 34 to delete its preamble “before any works associated with the development 

commence, or otherwise agreed in writing by the Responsible Authority…” for legibility, noting that 

the crux of this condition is the requirement that all works must be constructed or carried out in 

accordance with the endorsed drainage strategy and detailed drainage plans.  

p) Requiring the implementation of the Fire Response and Readiness Plan in Condition 36. 

q) Amending an omission in Condition 37 to clearly refer to the requirements and conditions of 

extractive industries work authority number WA1473 issued by the ERR as forming part of the 

planning permit.  

r) Requiring the implementation of the Site Environmental Management Plan specified in Condition 40. 

s) Rewording Condition 42 to read as a permit condition, rather than as an application requirement 

(noting that this has been drawn from the SCO Incorporated Document). 

t) Requiring the implementation of the Sodic and Dispersive Soils Site Management Plan specified in 

Condition 42. 

u) Requiring the implementation of the Kangaroo Management Plan specified in Condition 48. 

v) Amending conflicting conditional requirements in Condition 43 to allow vegetation to be removed or 

cleared where it has not been given express approval via the endorsed plans from the property 

without formal consent of the Mitchell Shire Council. 

w) Amending Condition 51 to include the decommissioning of the on-site wastewater treatment system 

when the associated buildings are removed at the rehabilitation stage. 

x) Amending Condition 56 (Expiry) to specify that in addition to those conditions stated, that the permit 

will expire on 31 December 2052, whichever occurs first.  

Queries or clarification required  

y) I query how to reference the 2019 Work Plan as forming the basis of decision, and any conditions 

thereof requiring changes to the statutorily endorsed 2015 Work Plan.  

z) In relation to the Address to which the permit relates, I query whether the Address of the land should 

reference the Crown Allotment 34, Parish of Wallan Wallan where it is proposed to create access to a 

road in a Transport Zone 2.  

 
53 I note that the  
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aa) In relation to Condition 7, I query what constitutes the commencement of the use or development, 

and whether or not reference should be made to the ‘use of land for extractive industry except for 

rehabilitation works’ or to the blasting (not associated with rehabilitation works) associated with 

extractive industry, as per the specified conditional requirements of the SCO Incorporated Document.   

bb) In relation to Condition 13, I query where these dust monitoring stations will be set up, and whether 

they should be located on external buffer land such as Hazelwynde to assess amenity impacts on land 

to be developed for sensitive uses.  

cc) I query the establishment of an Environment Management Committee and particularly who might be 

on this committee to manage the community complaints in Condition 39.  

dd) I query whether the wastewater loadings calculation requirement in Condition 55 has been provided 

having regard to the proposed use of the building as an office. 

 

Mark Woodland  
28th April 2022   
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Appendix 1 – Curriculum Vitae 
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Appendix 2 – My Instructions and Brief  
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Additional documents 

L. Revised Statement of Grounds  

No Document Date 

39. Revised Statement of Grounds received from:  

• Department of Transport  
 

31 March 2022 

40. Revised Statement of Grounds received from:  

• Gilbo Family 
 

1 April 2022 

41. Revised Statement of Grounds received from:  

• Mitchell Shire Council  
 

25 March 2022 

42. Revised Statement of Grounds received from:  

• VPA 
 

1 April 2022 

43. Revised Statement of Grounds received from:  

• YVW (Landowner) 
 

1 April 2022 

 

M. VPA Part A Submission  

No Document Date 

44. VPA Part A Submission  
 

April 2022 

45. Appendix 1 to VPA Part A Submission 

• Submissions Summary and Response Table – 
April 2022  
 

April 2022 

46. Appendix 2 to VPA Part A Submission 

• Part A Tracked Changes PSP Document – April 
2022  
 

April 2022 

47. Appendix 3 to VPA Part A Submission 

• Part A Planning Scheme Ordinance Track 
Changes – April 2022 including:  

o C158 Explanatory Report 
o C158 Instruction Sheet 
o C158 Clause 66.04 schedule 
o C158 Clause 72.03 schedule 

April 2022 
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o C158 Clause 72.04 schedule 
o C158 Clause 52.17 schedule 
o C158 Clause 45.12 schedule 
o C158 Clause 43.03 schedule 4 
o C158 Clause 37.07 schedule 3 
o C158 Clause 35.06 schedule 2 
o SCO2 Incorporated Document 
o C161 Explanatory Report 
o C161 Clause 72.04 schedule 
o C161 ICO3 
o C161 Instruction Sheet 

 

48. Appendix 4 to VPA Part A Submission 

• Part A Tracked Changes ICP Document – April 
2022  

 

April 2022 

49. Appendix 5 to VPA Part A Submission 

• Beveridge North West Directions and Timetable 
– 22 March 2022  

 

April 2022 

50. Appendix 6 to VPA Part A Submission 

• Beveridge North West Changes Matrix – April 
2022 
 

April 2022 
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Appendix 3 – Buffer Plans (Appendix 10 of the 2019 Work Plan Application) 



Appendix 4 – Changes to Planning Policy since Am C106 
Amendment 
no. &  
date of 
operation 
 

What does the Amendment do? 

VC219 – 22 
March 2022 

Amendment VC219 amends Clause 52.09 (Extractive Industry and Extractive Interest Areas) to: 
 - Introduce a new referral requirement for these applications to the Secretary to the 
Department administering the MRSD Act, and  
- Introduce a new notice requirement for these applications to the owners and occupiers of the 
land within 500 metres that is subject to a work authority that has been applied for or granted 
under the MRSD Act 
 

VC196 – 19 
August 2021 

Amendment VC196 makes changes to the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP) and all planning 
schemes to provide stronger recognition and protection of existing extractive industries, and to 
designate land with State-significant earth resources, where extractive industries may be 
established in the future, as strategic extractive resource areas. The amendment makes 
changes to Clause 14.03-1S (Resource exploration and extraction) and Clause 52.09 (Extractive 
Industry and Extractive Industry Interest Areas) of the Victoria Planning Provisions and all 
planning schemes. 
 
It also makes changes to the following three planning schemes: Wyndham, South Gippsland, 
Cardinia. No new extractive industries are proposed or approved by Amendment VC196.  
 

VC203 – 1 
July 2021 

Amendment VC203 implements new environment protection legislation and tools in the 
Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP) and all planning schemes by: updating policy documents and 
policy guidelines, deleting references to State Environment Protection Policies (SEPPs) and 
transferring relevant content into new strategies in clauses, among others, clause 13 
Environmental risks and amenity), 13.03-1S (Floodplain management), 13.05-1S (Noise 
abatement), 13.06-1S (Air quality management), 13.07-1S (Land use compatibility), 14.02-1S 
(Catchment planning and management), 14.02-2S (Water quality), 14.03-1S (Resource 
exploration and extraction), 19.03-3S (Integrated Water Management) 
 

VC175 – 26 
May 2020 

Amendment VC175 improves the way the planning system addresses buffers for amenity, 
human health and safety impacts by updating the Planning Policy Framework (PPF) and Clause 
53.10. The amendment changes the Victoria Planning Provisions and all planning schemes by:  

• Modifying Clause 13.07 (Amenity and Safety) to strengthen policy about buffers through 
additional and updated strategies, referencing the current Environment Protection Authority 
(EPA) Recommended separation distances for industrial residual air emissions, 2013, and align 
wording with EPA terminology.  

• Modifying Clause 13.06-1S (Air quality management), Clause 17.03-1S (Industrial land supply) 
and Clause 17.03-2S (Sustainable industry) to update references to the EPA Recommended 
separation distances for industrial residual air emissions, 2013.  

• Modifying Clause 53.10 (Uses with Adverse Amenity Potential) to modernise the clause 
through updated uses and threshold distances, add more production thresholds and clarify the 
referral process. 
 

VC160 – 24 
Jan 2020 

Amends Clause 52.09 (Stone Extraction and Extractive Industry Interest Areas) to introduce a 
mandatory planning permit condition requirement relating to the commencement of use and 
development, and other drafting improvements and updates. 
Also amends Clause 52.08 and Clause 73.03 (Land Use Terms) to:  

− change the land use terms ‘mineral extraction’ (to ‘mining’) and ‘stone extraction’ (to 
‘extractive industry’) to align with the terms used in the Mineral Resources (Sustainable 
Development) Act 1990 
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− change the land use ‘petroleum extraction’ (to ‘petroleum production’) to align with the 
terms used in the Petroleum Act 1998  

− to modify the definitions of several land use terms included in ‘earth and energy resources 
industry’ to clarify their intended operation 
Clause 73.04 (Nesting Diagrams) to improve formatting of the provision and update land use 
terms included in ‘earth and energy resources industry’. 
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Appendix 5 – My Opinions on Amendment C106mith Panel 
Recommendation 2-16  

 

Number Recommendation How has this been implemented and where 
relevant, my opinions 
 

2  Subject to the changes recommended in this 
report, adopt Amendment C106 to the Mitchell 
Planning Scheme with the revised Precinct 
Structure Plan (Document 267) and Urban 
Growth Zone Schedule 3 (Document 265). 
 

At the request of the Minister for Planning, the 
VPA has prepared a revised PSP and ICP. 
Amendment C158 implements the 
recommendation in chief of Amendment C106 
and will implement this recommendation 2 as 
well.  
 

3 Amend the Conservation Values described in the 
Rural Conservation Zone Schedule 2 (Document 
83) to recognise the geological importance of 
the Spring Hill Cone and the western hills. 
 

The Conservation Values have been amended 
in the exhibited Schedule 2 to the RCZ to 
recognise the Spring Hill Cone and the western 
hills. 
 

4 Add a new Requirement to section 3.3 of the 
revised Precinct Structure Plan (Document 267) 
to require an undeveloped link between the 
eastern and western sides of the Rural 
Conservation Zone. 

Requirement 12 now includes a requirement 
that:  
“The eastern and western sides of the Rural 
Conservation Zone must be linked by 
undeveloped open space.” 
 

5 Recognise the potential future regional park for 
the landscape values land in the key at Plan 7 of 
the revised Precinct Structure Plan (Document 
267). 

A note has been added to the key at Plan 7 of 
the revised BNW PSP stating: “All or part of the 
landscape values and ecological values land 
may be included in a potential future regional 
park”. 
 

6 Amend the revised Precinct Structure Plan 
(Document 267) as required to give effect to the 
recommendations of Mr Murphy (Document 50, 
paragraph 68) in relation to the extent of the 
Rural Conservation Zone and height limit of built 
form on the southern side of the Spring Hill 
Cone. 

The recommendations of Mr Murphy in 
relation to the extent of the RCZ and height 
limit of built form on the southern side of the 
Spring Hill Cone specifies:  

• The height of building should not exceed 
RL 333 

• Extent of the southern boundary should 
not be confined to single contour lines but 
precisely where I am unsure because I was 
unable to find a copy of Mr Murphy’s 
submission (Document 50) to the C106 
panel. I therefore defer to the VPA to 
specify how this recommendation has 
been given effect in Amendment C158. 

 
I note that the higher density residential is now 
mutually exclusive with land within the steep 
slope interface. Table 3 of the revised BNW PSP 
Interface B Landscape Values has been 
amended to require that the building height 
“should not impact the view lines into the RCZ, 
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which should be maintained at no more than 2 
storeys (above ground)”.  
 

7 Delete Requirement 5 in the revised Precinct 
Structure Plan (Document 267). 

Requirement 5 of the Amendment C106 PSP 
stated:  
 
An application for subdivision of land into 
residential lots or development of land for 
residential or mixed use purposes must provide 
affordable housing as defined by the Planning 
and Environment Act 1987 to the satisfaction of 
the Responsible Authority. 
 
This has been deleted. 

8 Replace Guideline 17 in the revised Precinct 
Structure Plan (Document 267) with the 
following text “An application for subdivision of 
land into residential lots or development of land 
for residential or mixed use purposes should 
provide affordable housing as defined by the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987. The 
affordable housing should be located within 
walkable catchments and provide for a range of 
housing typologies to meet demonstrated local 
need”. 

Guideline 17 of the Amendment C106 PSP and 
has been renumbered Guideline 16 in the 
Amendment C158 PSP and has been replaced 
with the recommended wording. 

9 Delete the application requirement relating to 
affordable housing from the revised Urban 
Growth Zone Schedule 3 (Document 265). 

The application requirement for an Affordable 
Housing Assessment has been deleted.  
 

10 Insert a new bullet point under “Subdivision – 
Residential development” at Clause 3.0 of the 
revised Urban Growth Zone Schedule 3 
(Document 265) that requires an application for 
subdivision or development of 10 of more lots or 
dwellings be accompanied by a written 
statement outlining how the proposal will 
contribute to the delivery of affordable housing 
in the precinct, including proposed delivery 
mechanisms. 

A new bullet point application requirement 
under Subdivision – Residential development 
requires an application for  the requirement for 
subdivision or development of 10 of more lots 
or dwellings be accompanied by a written 
statement outlining how the proposal will 
contribute to the delivery of affordable housing 
in the precinct, including proposed delivery 
mechanisms.  
 

11 Replace the words “…has demonstrated that the 
proposal will contribute…” with “…contributes…” 
in the decision guideline in the revised Urban 
Growth Zone Schedule 3 (Document 265) 
relating to Affordable Housing. 

This has been implemented. 

12 Amend the revised Precinct Structure Plan 
(Document 267) by: 
a) identifying the western side of Old Sydney 
Road as a Bushfire Hazard Area 1 on Plan 8 
b) replacing “1,000 litres” with “2,500 litres” in 
Guideline 46. 

a) Western side of Old Sydney Road has been 
identified as a Bushfire Hazard Area 1 on Plan 
8. 
b) Shown as revised number G48 in 
Amendment C158  

13 Amend the revised Urban Growth Zone Schedule 
3 (Document 265) by deleting reference to 
“Areas 1 and 2” in the Bushfire Management 
Plan condition. 

References to Areas 1 and 2 have been deleted 
from the Bushfire Management Plan condition 
in the exhibited UGZ3.  
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14 Amend the revised Incorporated Plan Overlay 
Schedule 4 (Document 82) by replacing the 
“Condition – Management of bushfire risk during 
subdivisional works” with the “Bushfire 
Management Plan” condition from the revised 
Urban Growth Zone Schedule 3 (Document 265) 
or another condition as agreed with the Country 
Fire Authority. 

The revised Incorporated Plan Overlay Schedule 
4 has replaced “Condition – Management of 
bushfire risk during subdivisional works” with 
the “Bushfire Management Plan” condition 
from the revised Urban Growth Zone Schedule 
3. 
 

15 Reinstate exhibited guidelines G41, G42 and G43 
in Chapter 3.1 of the revised Precinct Structure 
Plan (Document 267) including: 
a) Delete new proposed G6 
b) Use Friends of Merri Creek drafting for revised 
G42 (as shown in Document 273) 
c) Retain the new requirement R12. 

Guidelines G40, 41, 42 have been retained.  
a) New proposed G6 has been deleted. 
b) Friends of Merri Creek drafting has been 
used in the revised G42 
c) Requirement R12 has been retained.  
 

16 Introduce a new Requirement in Chapter 3.1 of 
the revised Precinct Structure Plan (Document 
267) to require the preparation of a Native 
Vegetation Retention and Removal Plan; subject 
to such a plan still being required by the 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and 
Planning. 

A note has been added to Section 3.4.1 
Biodiversity addressing the requirements for 
the preparation of a Native Vegetation 
Retention and Removal Plan as follows: 
 
NOTE: Operation of Commonwealth 
Environmental Laws: 
The Commonwealth Department of 
Environment and Energy has granted an 
approval for 
urban development in Melbourne’s Growth 
Corridors under the Environment Protection 
and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). 
This approval covers the Beveridge North West 
Precinct. Provided the conditions of 
this approval are satisfied, individual 
assessment and approval under the EPBC Act is 
not required. 
 
NOTE: Native vegetation requirements are 
specified at Clause 52.17 and its schedule in 
this planning scheme. This plan must be read in 
conjunction with those provisions. If no native 
vegetation is proposed to be retained within 
the precinct, a Native Vegetation 
Retain and Remove Plan is not required, all 
native vegetation within the precinct will be 
subject to the Clause 52.17 exemption. 
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Appendix 6 - Extractive Industries Approvals Process 
(PPN89) 
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Appendix 7 – Assessment against decision guidelines in 
Clause 65.01  

 

Decision guideline Response  

The matters set out in section 60 of the Act. 
 

a) the relevant planning scheme; and 
b) the objectives of planning in Victoria; and 
c) all objections and other submissions which it 

has received and which have not been 
withdrawn; and 

d) any decision and comments of a referral 
authority which it has received; and 

e) any significant effects which the responsible 
authority considers the use or development 
may have on the environment or which the 
responsible authority considers the 
environment may have on the use or 
development; and 

f) any significant social effects and economic 
effects which the responsible authority 
considers the use or development may 
have. 

g) the approved regional strategy plan under 
Part 3A; and 

h) any amendment to the approved regional 
strategy plan under Part 3A adopted under 
this Act but not, as at the date on which the 
application is considered, approved by the 
Minister; and 

i) the approved strategy plan under Part 3C; 
and 

j) any amendment to the approved strategy 
plan under Part 3C adopted under this Act 
but not, as at the date on which the 
application is considered, approved by the 
Minister; and 

k) the approved strategy plan under Part 3D; 
and 

l) any amendment to the approved strategy 
plan under Part 3D adopted under this Act 
but not, as at the date on which the 
application is considered, approved by the 
Minister; and 

m) any relevant environment reference 
standard within the meaning of the 
Environment Protection Act 2017 ; and 

a. See section 10 of my evidence statement for 
My Opinion on this matter. 

b. Subject to conditions, I consider that the 
proposal meets the objectives of planning in 
Victoria, in particular, by: 
 

• Providing for the protection of the natural 
environment in vicinity of the site (via the 
use of stormwater and wastewater 
management strategies), 

• Provides for the safe and efficient future 
working and living environment (via the 
temporary land use of a quarry and 
associated remediation and rehabilitation 
requirements) 

• Ensuring the sound strategic planning and 
coordinated action at state-municipal 
levels (by ensuring that the strategic 
intent of state and local policies, in 
relation to balancing ultimate urban 
development and short-term extractive 
industry are given proper effect)  

• Enabling land use policy to be properly 
integrated with environmental 
management policies (by ensuring 
appropriate consideration of off-site 
impacts and separation distances 
pursuant to the relevant EPA regulations) 
  

c. I have had regard to the matters raised in 
objections and formed the view that the 
proposal could be appropriate subject to 
conditions. However the validity questions of 
the statutorily endorsed work plan remain 
outstanding.  

d. I have considered the advice of referral 
authorities in my assessment of the proposal. 

e. I consider that the potential effects of the 
proposal on the environment are capable of 
being appropriately addressed by permit 
conditions. 

f. I have considered the social and economic 
effects of the proposal and in particular the 
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n) any Order made by the Governor in Council 
under section 156 of the Environment 
Protection Act 2017 ; and 

o) any other strategic plan, policy statement, 
code or guideline which has been adopted 
by a Minister, government department, 
public authority or municipal council; and 

p) any amendment to the planning scheme 
which has been adopted by a planning 
authority but not, as at the date on which 
the application is considered, approved by 
the Minister or a planning authority; and 

q) any agreement made pursuant to section 
173 affecting the land the subject of the 
application; and 

r) any other relevant matter. 
 

role that it plays in giving effect to state and 
regional urban development and extractive 
industry aims.  

g. N/A 
h. N/A 
i. N/A 
j. N/A 
k. N/A 
l. N/A 
m. This is outside of my expertise 
n. This is outside of my expertise 
o. I have addressed this in section 7 of my 

evidence.   
p. I am not aware of any adopted amendment 

that is relevant to the proposal. The 
consideration of the draft Amendments C158 
& 161 are before the MAC and are relevant to 
the permit application. 

q. I am not aware of any agreement that is of 
relevance to the proposal 

r. I am not aware of other matter that is 
relevant to the proposal 

 
Having regard to the above considerations, it is 
my opinion that the proposal could satisfactorily 
respond to the matters set out in section 60 of 
the Act subject to conditions. 

 

Any significant effects the environment, including 
the contamination of land, may have on the use or 
development. 

I am not aware of the land having been identified 
as potentially contaminated, and the proposed 
uses are not ‘sensitive uses’ as defined under 
PPN30. 
 

The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning 
Policy Framework. 

See section 10.0 for My Opinion on this matter. 

The purpose of the zone, overlay or other provision. See section 10.0 for My Opinion on this matter. 

Any matter required to be considered in the zone, 
overlay or other provision. 

See section 10.0 for My Opinion on this matter. 

The orderly planning of the area. See section 10.0 for My Opinion on this matter.  

The effect on the environment, human health and 
amenity of the area. 

See section 10.0 for My Opinion on this matter. 

The proximity of the land to any public land. Not applicable as the land is not proximate to 
public land, other than road reserves. 

Factors likely to cause or contribute to land 
degradation, salinity or reduce water quality. 

The potential impact of the proposal on water 
quality and land degradation are addressed via 
the environmental reports that accompany the 
proposal and by the proposed permit conditions. 
These fall outside of my area of expertise. 
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Whether the proposed development is designed to 
maintain or improve the quality of stormwater 
within and exiting the site. 

Refer above. 
 

The extent and character of native vegetation and 
the likelihood of its destruction. 

The proposal will have a minor and acceptable 
impact on native vegetation on the site.  These 
impacts have been addressed within the Work 
Plan conditions and are further addressed via 
permit condition. 
 

Whether native vegetation is to be or can be 
protected, planted or allowed to regenerate. 

Refer above 

The degree of flood, erosion or fire hazard 
associated with the location of the land and the use, 
development or management of the land so as to 
minimise any such hazard. 

The land is not affected by any specific flood risks.  
The potential for erosion or fire hazards to be 
created by the proposed use can be addressed via 
permit conditions.  
 

The adequacy of loading and unloading facilities and 
any associated amenity, traffic flow and road safety 
impacts. 

The proposal makes adequate provision for on-
site loading and unloading of materials. 
 

The impact the use or development will have on the 
current and future development and operation of 
the transport system. 

The potential impact of the proposal on the 
surrounding transport system has been assessed 
in the traffic report which accompanies the 
application. Whilst traffic engineering is a matter 
that is outside of my expertise, I am satisfied 
(based on that report) that the proposal is 
unlikely to have an unreasonable impact on the 
current and future development and operation of 
the transport system.  
 

 

 


